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The following suaaary report of the hearing ia offered as a contribution
to the discussion of this aub)ect, and aore specifically in the context
of refora of the European Coaaunity'a Coaaon Agricultural Policy at a
tiae when environaent policy is to be incorporated into the EEC Treaty
both ea a policy in ita own right end as a coaponent of other policies.
Since it has not been possible for the contributions of the experts to
be reproduced verbatia,
the authora of thia auaaary report have been
obliged to abridge individual contributions.
Every care has however
The arrangeaent of the
been taken to avoid distorting their content.
contributions in relation to specific subJect areas did, however,
present soae difficulty inaaauch aa apeakera did not always adhere
strictly to the teras of the questions as asked.
Since
the hearing was concerned with a coaplex
aubJect-aatter,
divergent views on the different aapacts, aoae of the• •utually
incoapatible,
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been reproduced in the text without
being
specifically noted as such.
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I.

Welcoae

Kra Beata Weber,

Chairaan of the Coaaittee on the Environaent,
Public Health end Consuaer Protection

On behalf of the European Parliaaent s Coaaittee on the Environaent,
Public Health and Consuaer Protection, I should like to wish you all a
very wara welcoae.
I aa especially pleased that so aany of you have
accepted our invitation to this hearing on Agriculture and
the
1

Environaent.
It aaounta in fact to a first approach on our part to a
very difficult subJect, for although we repeatedly run up against the
problea of agriculture and the environaent in relation to particular
points of detail, this is the first tiae we been in a position to seek a
preliainary view of the problea aa a whole.
We have already devoted a long preparatory period in coaaittee, led by
our rapporteur, Kr Roelanta du Vivier, to this hearing. We sent you all
a questionnaire which was coapiled on the basis of the questions that
aeabers of the coaaittee had raised in our preliainary discussion of
this subJect, and we waraly thank all those of you who have already
replied in writing to those questions.
Kr Roelants du Vivier has the
1200 pages of answers we received in front of hia now. Our coaaitteeaecretariat and rapporteur have thus had their hands full long before
this hearing could take place at all, and, as you can well iaagine, the
Job of evaluating the inforaation we received has been JUSt as
deaanding.
Ladies and gentleaen, in the European Parliaaent's environaent policy we
have set out soae iaportont new principles and strengthened soae existing ones.
We consider that a good environaent policy has to anticipate
developaents, in other words it aust be one that can be incorporated in
good tiae into all areas of policy if daaage is to be prevented. For in
addition to the direct iapact on the environaent of special aeasures,
there are also of course very aany indirect effects, including not only
those resulting froa European econoaic, energy, transport and developaent policies, but of course also those associated with the agricultural
policy.
And here a sound, ell-round environaent policy for the
Coaaunity will unfortunately require aore than JUSt technical solutions,
which are often a relatively siaple aatter of securing aodified
standards: but the fundaaental requireaents will be autual understanding
and political sensitivity, which are often in short supply
Coaaunity, and of course, a sense of JOint responsibility.

I

in

this

At this point I should like to quota fro• one of our experts, Kr von
Weizs8cker, who writes in a recent eaaay that prices are easy to translate into seven official languagea, but structural and environaental
policy call for an appreciation of culture and natural conditions.
I
believe we shall see in the course of our discussion that things are not
quite so aiaple.
For thet reason we have therefore called thia hearing
in order to secure an analysia of the present situation froa the points
of view of the different experta froa the Keaber States so as to be able
have the best possible basis of inforaed autual understanding for a
discussion
of
the aechanisaa that will be needed
favourable developaenta and deter unfavourable ones.

to

encourage

If it is European agriculture as a whole that we are now discussing then
one topic in the discussion auat be agriculture as a priaary sector of
the econoay.
For one question that is often asked about other sector&
of the econoay is also relevant hera:
Haa stepping up production
resulted in a better situation all round, or in better product quality?
Is European agricultural policy socially end environaentally acceptable?
Agriculture is criticized,
especially in teras of the political
decision-asking that underlies current agricultural policy: and there I
aa thinking not about the faraers but about all those who have been
responsible for the decisions that have led to the present situation.
The situation is characterized by an unacceptable fall in incoaes in
agriculture, despite - or perhaps because of - the price guarantees, and
deapite increases in production. A growing burden ia being placed on
faraers every year in the fora of a prior outlay on agricultural
cheaicals and fertilizers - thia can clearly be aeen froa any COPA
report - while at the aaae tiae, and for that very reason, aelf•¥fficiency in supplying the Coaaunity with agricultural products ia
having to be called into question. We have surplus production with
soaetiaea horrendous destruction of agricultural products,
production of these surpluses and the other products is

while the
placing a

growing
financial
strain on the European Coaaunity,
which
is
consequently reaching the liaita of ita financing capabilities.
All
this ia happening in a situation in which 80~ of the aoney apent on
agriculture is ending up in the industrial and coaaercial sectors, and
not with faraera.
The next three daya should help ua to clarify our reeponaibilitiea and
perhaps point to a nuaber of ways out of this difficult situation.
Mr Roelants, aa the coaaittee's rapporteur, will first aake a short

II

introductory stateaent. Later he will aua up the outcoae of the hearing
and subait it in a report to our coaaittee that will then go to the
plenary sitting of the European Parliaaent.
first like however to say a wara thank you to the European
Parliaaent's Coaaittee on Agriculture, represented here by its deputy
chairaan, Kr Mouchel, who now wishes to say a few words of greeting.
For one thing that is clear to us above all is that on this subJect
cooperation between our two coaaittees will be absolutely indispensable.
I

should

~

Mouchel,

deputy chairaan of the Coaaittee on Agriculture,
and Food

Fisheries

Thank you, Kada• Chairaan, for g1v1ng ae this opportunity to apeak
the representative of the Coaaittee on Agriculture.
Our chairaan,

as
Mr

Tolaan, who is unable to be preaent, has asked ae to take his place here
at this working aeeting on the environaent.
The Coaaittee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food currently has before it
a draft opinion by Mrs Proley on agriculture and the environaent.
This
opinion will be the subJect of further consideration once the outcoae of
this hearing has becoae known. You are now discussing probleas that are
closely bound up with with the growth of production, prices policy,
structural policy, and their effects on the environaent, as well as the
possibility of using what are soaetiaes known as alternative production
aethods.
The Coaaittee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food has a deep
interest in probleas of the environaent, for obvious reasons.
other hand a general consensus now exists within the coaaittee

On the
to the

effect that the CoaMon Agricultural Policy has achieved aost of
econoaic obJectives that were laid down for it, even although

the
the

obJective of iaproving agricultural incoaes has been achieved only very
imperfectly.
It is therefore iaportant now to consider other proposed
refor•s that relate principally to social aspects and environmentprotection from the standpoint of ecology, with a view to giving thea
aore proainence in future, though of course without adopting any
measures that might impede the ordinary course of agricultural activity.

III

The review of the Common Agricultural Policy, which is a fully
integrated policy, is the subJect of a report by Kr Tolman, the chairman
of our committee.
That report will be debated at the second October
part-session.
will

Among the ma)or topics to be considered

be the iApact of agriculture on the environaent.

in that

report

For that reason

we for our part attach great iaportance to the outcome of this hearing,
which will enable us to keep fully informed as to the ecological
problems that are of capital importance not JUSt to farmers. but to the
320 million inhabitants of the Coaaunity of Twelve, and to our children
in succeeding generations.
That. Madam chairman. concludes the state•ent "r Tolman wi&hed to make
at the opening of this meeting, and we shall naturally welcome the
opportunity to intervene, with your perMission of course, either through
me personally or through other meabers of the Committee on
in the course of this hearing.

Agriculture.

Mr Roelante du Vivier, rapporteur
nadam Chairman, my dear colleagues, ladies and gentlemen, allow me
personally to welcome the experts who are present here, some of whom I
in fact know personally or whom I have got to know in the weeks leading
up to this hearing.
fruitful.

I hope that for thea too this hearing will

prove

On the opening of this he~ring, which I ~m pleased to note is common to
the Comaittee on the Environment and the Committee on Agriculture, I
I should like, if you will per•it ae, to take issue with the image of
the farmer as the enemy of the environment.
On the contrary, despite
the assertions of certain environmentalists, we would all here agree, I
am sure, that farmers are quite simply the best allies the environment
has, that they have been for centuries, and that they want to remain so.
It is only 1n recent years that the mad logic of the race for higher
productivity, be it as a consequence of new technology, or of certain
pr1ce
pol1cy and structural policy mechanisms,
has meant
that
agriculture has, to a great extent laid itself open to the charge of
being too intensive, of swallowing up budgetary appropriations, of being
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destructive of Jobs and of the quality of life,
resources

<in particular soil and water>.

represented
the
are

as a problea for agriculture,

as

well

as of natural

The environaent

cannot

be

rather the environaent is at

centre of agricultural probleaa as a whole, for natural
both the basis of agricultural developaent and its

resources
principal

liaiting factor.
I believe we aust keep that constantly in aind.
The saae point is also
soaetiaes made by institutions like the Comaission, but it goes without
saying

that

green

paper.

tendency

this point hardly eaergea clearly
I

would

froa

at all events take a fira

the
stand

Coaaission's
against

to regard the environaent as a kind of spare wheel,

the

or to set

it up as a substitute for a social assistance policy.
To confine the
agriculture/environaent debate to the introduction of a few structural
aids for certain so-called sensitive regions is tantaaount to having a
two-speed agriculture where 80 or 90% of the land would still be exposed
to the indefensible logic of higher productivity at all costs.
That being said, and ayself having been allowed this opportunity to put
these few points on a personal basis, what will be the subsequent topics
of our hearing?
On the basis of the written answers received by us on
time - and here I auat ask soae of our experts to forgive ae, but soae
of the answers reached us at a very late stage, and we have not been
able to incorporate thea in the sumMary report distributed to you - the
hearing has been subdivided on the basis of five aain topics. The first
of these is probleas of the environaent and pollution directly related
to certain agricultural practices; in this connection the aain interest
of the debate will lie with such aattera as che•ical fertilizers and
pesticides, as well as such practices as aechanized breeding.
Secondly

- and

this will be for toaorrow - we shall

consider

general

questions of the refora of agricultural prices and structures.
course it is clear froa a reading of the docuaents subMitted by

Of
the

experts that their opinions on this subJect vary, but it seeas to ae
that two or three basic ideas do emerge, and these are what we shall
try to develop. Thus on one side we have the idea that prices should be
differentiated according to the voluae of production, or the idea of
taxing inputs like livestock-feed,
or a tax on livestock-head per
hectare, or again the idea of taxing surplus production, or, the other
side of the coin, the idea of incoae supports or subsidies for certain
activities.

v

Our

third topic will be
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On the subJect of fertilizers, to opGn the first part of the discussion,
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at least of the written answer$ that we received fro• our

experts

have
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you, in

reproduced

sections 1.1 B and 1.2.
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tax
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in
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base~

and

question of how the proceed& of any such tax should be used.

VI

also

to
the

Kadaa Chairaan, ladies and gantleaan, I believe that we are all going to
have a very full plate for the next three day&, and our experts are
going to be in great daaand - at leaat I hope you are going to aake
great deaands on thea - for we want this hearing to develop as a
significant contribution to the thought that ia now being given in the
European Coaaunity, and aore particularly and aore specifically in its
institutions, to the question of the refora of the CAP, for if one thing
is certain it is that the CAP cannot continue toaorrow to be what it
is today.

Kr Clinton-Davis,

Keaber of the Coaaisaion responsible for environaent
protection

May I first congratulate you and your Committee on its
initiative in organizing this hearing with a view to
producing a report on the important problem area
"Agriculture and Environment" and especially so as we see
new perspectives for the C.A.P. opening up.
The future of Europe's natural environment is inextricably
linked with the development of its farmi~g sector. The
agricultural practices of centuries have created many of
the landscapes which we value so deeply for their beauty
and their variety and which we regard as typically
European, and it is the viability of farming which ensures
the maintenance of thi.s environment.
But just as farming shapes the environment, so farming
itself depends on sound environmental conditions. The
maintenance of soil structure and avoidance of soil
erosion, the purity of air and water and the general
equilibrium of ecosystems are all essential to a prosperous
agriculture. And public support for stronger environmental
consideration should not be underestimated: for example·,
the concentration of nitrates in ground water and stubble
burning,which creates unacceptable atmospheric hazards
albeit in limit~d areas.
In the last few decades, farming methods have changed
profoundly in some parts of the Community: the consequences
for the environment have been equally profound. These
changes have arisen partly in response to changes in
agricultural policy and partly to far-reaching
technological developments such as the introductton and
increasing use of fertilisers, pesticides and herbicides
and modern methods of livestock production.
In view of the serious impli.ca·tions of these developments
it is essential that environmental aspects of agriculture,
no less than economic and social considerations, should be
a major factor in. ·the development of agricultural pol icy,
thereby re flectiLig the corruni tment of the 1985 Brussels
summit th~,t- environr:t~ntal pol.icy should be an integral part
of all Corrmuni..t.y pol ici.ea.

It is therefore vital not to see agriculture ~nd
environment in terms of conf:.ict but as mutually
reinforcing, offering better conditions for agriculture
itself. The Council of Ministers has clearly· shown some
recognition of this fact in its revision of the legislation
on agricultural structure. The measures, which provided
for farm modernisation, at both Community and national
levels, now include Rpecial terms to encourage practices
which are friendly to the environment, prevent.ing the
destruction of natural habi tat.s, 'llhich r. egrettably has
been a feature of some regions in the Comnunit.y.
The role of forestry is also import.ant in an integrated
policy for agriculture and the environment. The Commission
will shortly be submittjng to the Co'l:nci.1 a. discussion
paper which will concent1:ate on stimulating a more
productive forestry sect.or.
As you know, the Corrunission.~~ Green pa;;:er on the
agricultural policy gives a high priority to environmental
issues. In particular, there are two major E"1r incipleo,
which, if adopted, would provide a basic framework for
future policy :

Agriculture must be considered as a sector of economic
activity, which like others, should be subject to
appropriate public control designed to prevent the
deterioration of the environment.
In this context the
polluter pays principle should be felly applied.
In
this way every encoura.gement would be given to
combatting environmentally damagi~g practices at source.
Agriculture in general also plays .
a role as
protector of the environment, of the landscape, and of
natural habitats.
It thus renders services to society
for which there is a real demand. Direct income support,
which may be indispensable for income or market reasons,
and Which has the advantage of not encouraging higher
production, can take account of the role of agriculture
in the environment.
It is these two main principles, which to my mind, have to
be transformed into appropriate detailed measures and, in
order to see them implemented, I look for strong support .
from the European Parliament.
My colleague, Mr ANDRIESSEN, and I are now considering the
submission to the Commission of detailed proposals in
fulfilment of these objectives.
These will concern
- a tighter control of the use of agrochemicals~
- a more effective control of the pollution stemming from
intensive livestock rearing~
a more systematic and appropriate assessment of
agricultural investment projects at both Community and
national level, and
the introduction of financial

Turning first to Agrochemicals, we have to admit that
agriculture is practically the only econcmic sector
which intentionally releases massive quantities of
chemical substances directly into the environment.
This
can present risks to human health, wild life and soil
quality.
But we are far from know·ing all of them and in
particular we know very little about their combined
effects.

Under these conditions our airn must he to reduce
progressively the use of agrc1chemicals to a minimum
consistent with e ffic ien t ag r ic:ul tural prod t~ctior, ..
Clearly the existing provisions
i nad equate.

~t

Conrnunity level are

As for Waste from intensiv~ li_':':~:~.!:~~~__12_rori~~ctio~, the
growth in the number of large scale E~nterprises of an
industrial nature, which are o ftP.n cone en t.ra ted in
particular regions, has led t.o high risks of wat~~r
pollution, especially, as I said before, with regard to
nitrates.
In certain regions of the CortTnunit.y dra'::iti.c measures
have had to be taken already~
I am considering whether
strict Community rules should be introduced for the sake
of preventieng such ecological perils as well as to
harmonize canpetition conditions.

Agricultural investments have far-reaching
environmental effects.
Dr~1nage of ~aLuable wetlands,
irrigation, land consolidation, road construction and
other major changes must, t.herefore, be assessed,
whether or not such projects receive financial support
from the Community.
Sofar as projects which receive
Community support are concerned, the Commission services
are already preparing adequate procedures.
For other projects, receiving national or no financial
support, I hope that in the first place the Directive on
environmental impact assessment, which the Council has
finally adopted after a 5 year discussion, will be
strictly and rapidly implemented by the Member States.
The fact that all agricultural projects are mentioned in
Annex 2 and are therefore subject to national
discretion, may give rise to concern.
Accordingly, I am
ready to co~sider proposals which would tend to
establish more precise criteria at Comnunity·level,
although I do not underestimate the difficulty of this
task.

As I have said before, the Commission has made it clear in
its "Green Paper" that there is a case for canpleting and
diversifying farmers' income via direct r2yments, that is
payments not related to the qua~ty of their agricultural
output. Such direct payments would make it possible to take
account of activities which are environmentally sound.
We will, therefore, examine in particular the case for
Community contributions to the financing of
environmentally-oriented countryside management contracts.
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I am sure tnat tnere ~s a strong argument ~n tavour ot
Community involvement, because many features of our
environment are part of a common heritage, the
conservation of which should clearly be a matter of
Community solidarity.
Moreover, there is also an important
question of social justice involved.
Of course, the problem of direct income aids will be a
central element in the discussion on the new perspectives
for the C.A.P.
I am sure that this will be an
indispensable element in a really market-orientated price
policy.
If that is so, it will be important to ensure that
incentives which promote and assist environmental
conservation are built into the system.
I will personally
do my best hopefully with the support of Parliament, to
move things in that direction.
What is essential, as I said earlier is to reach a
consensus on the main pol icy priori ties and .then to work
closely together to produce the most appropriate detailed
and concrete measures to translate these priorities into
practice. I sincerely hope, therefore, that the discussion
of the Commission's "Green Paper" and your report will
permit us to attain these objectives. I have no doubt that
the debate which will take place in the European Parliament
will be a extremely important step on this road.
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1.1

Consuaption

The application of fertilizers and pesticides had reaained constant or
fallen slightly in the Federal Republic of Geraany and Italy:
in It!!!
there had been a reverse trend since 1980, significantly so in 1980 and
1981 and to a lesser degree thereafter. Yet conauaption reaained too
high, since these substances were being uaed at levels that
above the reel needs of the soil or of cropa <SORLINI>.

lay

well

In the f!g§[§! B!RYb!i~ Qf Gt[IID! the conauaption of pesticides had
been 25,000 tonnes in 1975, 33,000 tonnas in 1979 and 32,000 tonne& in
1984.
Herbicides, which could often be replaced by aechanicol aeons,
accounted for 70~ of the total, with fungicides aaking up 25~ and
insecticides 5~. The constant conauaption of pesticides could be traced
to the fact that prognostication ayateaa were available that told
faraers when they should use these products and in what quantities. With
fertilizer applications, very precise soil analysis could also be
carried out enabling conauaption of theae substances to be reduced to a
ainiaua <AHRENS>.

In

teras

of land areas,

pesticide conauaption in soae of

the

States

referred to was broken down as follows:
Italy:
Federal Republic
of Geraany:
Canada:
Sweden:

500 g per hectare per year
40 9 per hectare per year
15 g per hectare per year

130 g per hectare par year

<SORLINI>.

At least in t[§DS!• the use of crop-protection products, in the case for
exaaple of cereals, had iaproved yields by 700 to 2000 kg per hectare.
In barley production, increases of up to 1200 kg per hectare, and with
Maize of 1200 to 1400 kg had been achieved.
With aaize, crop loaaea as
a consequence of not using pesticides could run to 3500 kg per hectare
<GRIPERAY>.

A&

regard&

§i~!·

it

ineaauch

wa&

the u&e of pesticide& and fertiljzers in relation

to

difficult to differentiate between &Mall and large

aa the concept of fara aize was hard to define.

i9r!
far•s

This concept

could be based on aore than one aapect of faraing, eg land area,
fertility, soil productivity, or yield per unit of cultivated land, etc.

<TAYLOR>.
The u&e of che•ical& tended rather to vary with far~ type. and increased
with the econoaic iaportance of the fara, in particular with the level
o£ so-called 'standard incoae', whereas the use of auch substances
declined in the case of faraa with 'coMbined' yields.
This correlation
was derived froa the analysia of far•ing accounts and reports on German
agriculture <PRIEBE>.
The con&uaption of peaticide& atood in no direct relationship to farm
acreage, but to the type o£ crop grown and cliaatic conditions, which
fluctuated within a region and in the course of a year.
In fruit, wine
and olive growing, in which aaaller faraa predoa!nated, high quantities
of pesticides were used.
On the aaauaption that the uae of soae fora
o£ crop-protection was necessary, then a higher proportion of pesticides
was required in vineyards and orchards in the Federal Republic of
Geraany than in Italy, Spain or the South of France.
In dry years the
use of insecticides predo•inated, in wet years that of fungicides.
Size of farM was today only of secondary iMportance.
Yesterday's large
fer• counted as a s•all far• today.
It was aore iaportant to analyze
the daaage that price-levels were inflicting on the environaent <SWART>.

The soil was an active syatea over tiae that reacted to the introduction
of foreign substances.
The soil ayatea could react variously to hu•an
intervention: it could retain its natural equilibriua; it could develop
in a aore or less natural way, subJect to the effects of cliMate:
could deteriorate.
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or it

In teras of scientific research, opinions still differed as to
capacity of the soil passively to absorb various kinds of residues,

the
and

as to the actual levels of toxic substances that accuaulated in it over
tiae. It was however beyond question that the accuaulation of aacro and
aicro eleaents led to interactions and cheaical antagonisMs between
ions, and that these soaetiaes reached levels of toxicity that could
endanger plant and aniaal species, including huaana.
Maxiaum safe
More
levels had now been established for aany of these substances.
research urgently needed to be done, however, in cooperation between
European bodies and research institutes, to deteraine the exact origins
of nitrates, phoaphatea and heavy aetala <PREVITALI>.

In this connection it would not do siaply to distinguish between
artificial fertilizers and natural aanura. The use of aniaal aanure in,
for exaaple, the ~!~h!~!!~9!, which exceeded that of mineral fertilizers
on account of the high output of livestock wastes, which had actually
doubled in the seventies, had had serious consequences for soil
fertility.
Soils were in fact very sensitive to the addition of heavy
aetals, which were present in aniaal aanure as well as in artificial
fertilizers.
At present, phosphates gave no particular cause for
anxiety.
The soil was however approaching the limits of its tolerance
of their accuaulation, and it was expected that there would be probleas
in the coaing decade froa the presence of phosphorus in soae 10,000
hectares of land and the contaaination of ground water by phosphates.
In soae countries regulations had been drawn up stipulating
permitted
nitrate and phosphate contents for fertilizers and restricting their use
in order to ensure that the actual requireaents of the soil were
not
exceeded. <LOGEMANN>.

In gns!~n~ ~ng ~~!~§
the number of recorded cases of what was
classified as very severe soil contaMination had risen froa 952 in 1977
to 2.961 in 1984. In aoat cases the soil had been contaainated by
organic substances <WAA>.
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The continuing and ill-conaidered uae of aineral fertilizers had a
daaaging effect on the quantities of organic substances present in the
soil.
In ~t!~~! the level of organic substances had fallen over the
previous twenty years. eapecially in area& of intensive single-crop
faraing, where it had dropped below the critical 2 ag level.
At this
level the vulnerability of crops to pedological and cliaatic conditions
<excessive dryness, daap, etc> was heightened, and soil erosion was
accelerated.

1.2.2

<CINAB>.

Microorganiaaa

fticroorganisa& in the aoil could react both to an excess supply and to
the absence of cheaical substances. An excess supply of such substances
could, for exaaple, inhibit the potential !or organic recovery of dry
soils
<KRAUS>.
The uae of pesticides had draaatically curtailed the
presence in the soil of fungi and aoulda.
These organisas played a
significant part in breaking down the organic structure of,
in
particular cellulose and lignin.
In treated soils it had been
established that only five species of aould reaained viable. As regards
the effects of nitrogen fertilizers, extensive docuaentation had been
produced on the basis of research in the United States and Europe
deaonatrating how these fertilizers caused a reduction in aicroorganisas
by affecting certain bacteria whoae presence waa vital to the selffertilization of the soil, including nitrogen-fixing aicroorganisaa,
i.e. aicroorganiaas that could fix the nitrogen fro• the air in the
soil. The application of 2 kg of atrezin per hectare had been enough to
produce significant changes in the aoil aicroorganisas.
The effects
ware aoat noticeable aoae six aontha after the application, but could
continue for over two years.

The consequence& of the u&e of cheaicaf product& were:

an ecological
iabalance in the cycle of organic activity;
retardation of the
prooeaaes of biological breakdown of the organic substance and the
natural fertilization of the soil; and in the long tera, the depletion
of the soil itself. CSORLINI>.
Copper
in particular had adverse effect& on the
viability
of
aicroorganisaa in the soil, and it particularly affected earthworas.
Caution had to be urged in the addition of copper to aniaal feedingstuffs, since the cheaical copper could be introduced into the soil with
the aniaal aanure used as fertilizer.
This was particularly serious in
single-crop
areas where soil contaaination
was often
haraful
to
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aicroorganisaa

and

consequently to aoil fertility <as in the

case

of

potato growing in Northern Europe> - <SWART>.
All forms of intervention in the growing process with
securing a hoaogeneous cheaical coaposition of the soil

a
view to
led to the

extinction of aicrobe species. particularly rare varieties. The results
of aany of the aost optiaistic studies were of little significance since
they had been conducted on the aost frequently occurring aicroorganisas.
And in the case of earthworas. for exaaple. which accounted for soae 95~
of all soil fauna, the studies had been confined to the aost frequently
occurring 25~ of species only <von WEIZSBCKER>.

In the ~n!t!g ~!nggQ! contaaination of water supplies by sewage. liquid
residues froa silage production and especially by nitrates represented
an extreaely serious problea.
Nuaeroua public water supply sources
exceeded peraitted European Coaaunity levels. The situation was likely
to deteriorate further in the next decade, in particular in the case of
nitrates,
<WAA>.

which

were extreaely costly to reaove fro• the water

supply

Nitrates had been shown to originate principally in organic substances
present
in agricultural land.
and not directly froa artificial
fertilizers.
The quantities of organic nitrogen present in the soil
were between 7,000 and 10,000 kg per hectare.
The use of special
agricultural techniques could help to inhibit this fora of contaaination
by nitrates <PAYNE>.
In

!~~!Y

agriculture

was

very

largely

responsible

eutrophication.
5oae 36t of the phosphorus present in
of agricultural origin, and aore than half that aaount
with artificial fertilizers and the reaainder froa the
cattle-raising.
In ground water a nitrate content of

for

water

the Adriatic was
again originated
waste-product of
up to 30 ag per

litre had been recorded.
Thia relatively low nitrate level in drinking
water did not however safeguard the environaent froa the risk of
contaaination.
Biological accuaulation processes tended to ensure that
the concentration of these aubatances in plants. in particular in
vegetables like turnips. red chicory. endives and aangel-wurzela, would
be higher than that present in the water-supply <SORLINI>.
In ~!!9!~! it had been not only the nitrate but also the phosphate
content that had led to greater or leaaer eutrophication of non-forestry
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water courses.
The phosphate• originated in urban waste water,
principally froa the use of detergents by households, whereas 55 to 70 ~
of nitrates were of agricultutal brigin <VAN ERMEN>.
In frggg! the concentration of hitrates in the water supply had been
inoreaaing at a rate of about 2 ag per litre according to a report by
the Public Health Ministry.
th• le~ela of theaa substances in drinking
water thus probably exceeded the 1980 level of 40 ag per litre by about
Soae 25~ of the population conauaed water with a high nitrate
10 ag.
content.
High nitrate levels had been recorded in vegetables, in
particular turnip•, lettuce, celery and aangel-wurzels. These products
showed a nitrate content of aore than 1,300 ag per kilograaae.
These
concentrations could be two or three tiiea acre daaaging to huaan health
than drinking-water with a high nitrate-content <BERTHELOT>.
Because of the high water-content of the raw product, the spinachprocessing industry in France had to input double the quantity of the
end-product.
It was the conauaer who paid for the water.
Doctors
recoaaended that in view of the high nitrate content, foodatu£fa £or
infanta, in particular carrots, should be carefully selected.
As a
result the price of the iaproved, hoaogenized, nitrate-free product had
risen steeply, and conau•era were prepared to pay up to FF10,50 for 120
graaaes of it.
In aoae caaea the coat could be recovered froa social
security <CINAB>.
fro• 30 to 50~ of ani•al and plant species were threatened by intensive
faraing aaking extensive use of artificial fertilizers, in particular
nitrates <KIERSTEDT>.
The connection between th~ uae of nitrates and the decline of wild fauna
and flora had still not bean eatabliahed <AHRENS>.

In

the N!tb![!gn~t a quarter of water-aupply stations were
drinking water with a high nitrate content <LOGEMANN>.

delivering

In the t!~lr!! B!QY~lig gf Y![!9D! a continuing increase in nitrate
contaaination of drinking water had been recorded over the last 30
years.
The decisive factor responsible had been agriculture, which was
associated with the growing intensification of growing and breeding
practices, especially on porous soils <KIEKSTEDT>. The increase in the
nitrate content of ground water could also be traced back to organic
fertilization,
and varied with the particular characteristics and
qualities of the soil.
In this connection there was a need for further
scientific research <FLEISCHHAUER>. In the Federal Republic of Geraany
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there was a proposal that a surcharge should be Made on each cubic metre
of drinking water used, and the proceeds redistributed aaong those
faraers who did not use nitrates <von WEI2S8CKER>.
The science of hydrogeology had a very precise aechani&M for deteraining
the origin and level of ground water contaaination, but aore basic, and
better coordinated, scientific reaearch would be needed <PREVITALI>.

Eailia Roaagna, the region with the highest nuaber of fruitgrowers. had the highest death rate froa cancer aaong faraers. ftedical
research had established a correlation between these deaths and the
aasaive use of pesticides, especially in the fora of products containing
autagenic or carcinogenic aubatances <SORLINI>.
!~!!!'&

One analysis conducted in the Yg!~!g ~!~ggQ! had shown that a
percentage o£ aarketed foodstuffs was contaainated with dangerous

high
sub-

stances. This was providing a boost for the developaent of a profitable
aarket in agricultural products that were not cheaically treated <GROVEOther experts did not take the view that pesticide residues in
WHITE>.
foodstuffs were a particularly serious or widespread problea in the
United Kingdoa.
Research over the last 20 years had established that
the levels of such residues had continued to decline <PAYNE>.

In aany fteaber States of the Coaaunity there were regulations for the
selection of plant protection aubatancee before they were allowed on the
aarket.
In the ~!~!~!! B!2Y2!!S ~t g!~!!~~ authorizations
for
pesticides were under the authority not only of the Health ftinistry but
also of special departaents operating on the basis of exhaustive and
strict product analysis.
Pesticides were required to be degradable,
and any that tended to resist breakdown were not allowed.
Nor were
those that could adversely affect living organisaa present in the soil.
Coaparisons were aade with the situation in other Keaber States
<AHRENS>.
In It9!! the use of DDT <dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane) had been
legally restricted in 1980:
in 1978 it& u&e in agriculture had been
prohibited;
yet in 1985 traces o£ this cheaical were still being found
in areas of the Po valley <SORLINI>.
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In the Q~!~!Q ~!~9Q2! Parliaaent had recently passed a law <the Food
Environaent Protection Act> to regulate the use of pesticides <CONDER>.
In the Ynit!~ ~tltl! authorizdtion criteria were auch stricter than in
Europe <e.9. 2, 4, 5 T>,
but thi& had not resulted in any serious
disadvantages to agriculture <von WEIZSICKER>.
In the case of pesticides the distinction had to be •ade between
products that were extreaely daaaging to the environaent, such as those
pesticides that were classified ea aaking up the so-called 'dirty dozen'
<12 active ingredients of certain highly toxic substances>, and others
that were leas dang•rous.
There were pesticides that were resistant to
aicroorganisas present in the soil and that could accuaulate in the soil
over periods of aonths or even years, such for exaaple as organochloride
coapounda with aore than three chlorine atoas per aolecule
<SORLINI>.
The uae of non-biodegradable substances should be prohibited.
The
Coaaiaaion needed to becoae active in this connection <SWART>.

There was very little inforaation in the public doaain on the effects of
pesticides.
It would be necessary to secure aore coaprehensive
knowledge of the direct and indirect effects of these substances on
agrosysteas - ie on the soil, in particular the huaus layer, on soil
fauna and on the ecosystea.
In the Federal Republic of Geraany aore
than fifty crop-protection substances were authorized, although there
waa no inforaation in the public doaain on their effects on the soil.
Methods of tasting pesticides alao needed to be iaproved, tolerance
levels for dangerous substances needed to be fixed aore precisely, and
research into integrated plant-protection acheaes had to be supported so
aa to keep the uae of cheaicala to a ainiaua <FLEISCHHAUER>.
Faraera should have the beat available professional support when
u&ing peaticidea and fertilizers <TAYLOR>. Pesticide applications should
where possible be forestalled on the baaia of a so-called 'soil-cure for
crops' with an effort being aade to ensure adequate crop nutrition
through the balanced use of fertilizers.
Cropa were in fact linked to
their parasites through a nutritional factor.
A lack of nutritional
coaponenta and the ill-considered application of fertilizers could lead
to disequilibriua in substances, such aa aaino acids, that were
neceaaary to protein synthesis, thus affecting crop protein content and
ao aaking plant organiaaa aore vulnerable to disease. In addition, soae
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dell\onstrated that together with the phyaiological condition of the plant.
on which the developaent of parasites depended, applications of calcium,
boron and manganese had reduced the incidence of certain haraful,
disease-bearing organisas CCINAB>.
The consuaer should be better
inforaed as to the origins and aethod of production of agricultural
products, in particular fruit and vegetables. The effects of pesticides
could vary with growing conditions.
If toaatoes were grown in glass
houses, very different values could be recorded than in the case of
suaaer toaatoes grown in open land <von WEIZS!CKER>.

Over the last 20 years the annual rate of increase of prices for
agricultural products had shown a rising trend.
Until 1975 it had been
between 1980 and 1982 it had
between
1975 and 1980 6~,
9~.
stagnated, only to rise again, following the price increases recorded on
world markets in 1982, to 10.4% in 1982-83 <PRIEBE>.
The Coaaon
Agricultural Policy, with its basic reliance on price supports, had
encouraged faraers to intensify and specialize production,
and to
increase the area of land under cultivation.
These phenomena had led
not only to overproduction and thus to the problea of the surpluses, but
were the basic reason for fundaaental daaage to the environaent <GROVEWHITE, TRACY, BELL, PRIEBE>.
of pesticides and fertilizers,

They had led not only to the growing use
but also to the disappearance of hedges,

neglect of the clearing of new land, etc <GROVE-WHITE>. This policy had
also helped in particular to bring about the extinction of many
varieties of species and had forced farmers in marginal regions off the
land <von WEIZSSCKER>.

9

In

the

~!!!~!g ~!!!9g2~

high prica.a w.ere attributable to the scarcity

of

land:
faraers were thus coMpelled to intensify production in order to
secure adequate yields.
Here too, in particular in poultry and pigbreeding, aethods had been used that had proved environaentally daaaging
<BELL>.
An exaaple would- abow how. the price-level could influence the
actions of faraera. In England increaaea in the price of vegetable oils
had greatly increased the area o£ land put under rape <CONDER>.
The
relationship between price-levels and the actions of faraers was highly
coaplex.
A fall in prices would not iaprove far• manageaent but was
appropriate as a aeasure deaigned to take aoae producers off the market.
The £undaaental problea was to d~teraine whether the CAP could take
ecological and social interests into account as well as the econoaic
ones.
Present policy aeasures could only stiaulate production further
unleaa the environaental aspects were also acknowledged <TAYLOR>.

The ecological behaviour of faraers operating saall or large farms
according to econoaic criteria - could not be determined on the basis of
price alone.
Fair prices - be it in the case of large farms that often
enJoyed favourable conditions of production and benefited froa guarantee
arrangeaents for aany products, or of saall faras, aany of which were
econoaically and geographically handicapped <reaoteness froa marketing
centres, etc> and that had an interest in raising their production since
the overall price level was not generally favourable to such faras
represented an incentive to intensify production.
Destruction of the
environaent was not, however, the consequence of high prices but of the
absence of a prices policy differentiated on the basis of production
quantities and production systeas <BERTHELOT>.

The depopulation of upland regions represented a serious danger in
teras of the environaent for aany Meaber States.
The Coaaunity hillfaraing directive had been unequal to the task of counteracting this
trend in all the Keaber States.
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In

where upland and disadvantaged regions made up a considerable

!~~1~,

of

p~rt

impact

the total land are~. the directive had had only a secondary
since it applied to farms with a cultivated area of more than

3 hectares

engaged predominantly in livestock raising.

These criteria

were aet only by a fraction of these faras as potential beneficiaries

of

the directive <von MEYER>.

In

Er~ng~

aver~ged

Community and/or French government aid to hill-f~rmers in 1979
FF 37,000 per f~rm compared with an average of FF 44,500

nationally.

The aids included special income-supports calculated on the

basis of livestock counts,
and

social

interest-r~te

payments in favour of hill-farmers as distinct

producers.
advantage

and other aids such as

The
of

farmers had
increase the

from

difference in support payments in fact worked

lowland farmers.

The income support payments

other
to

to

the
hill-

moreover been ineffective as an iapetus to producers
area of land under cultivation or to adopt methods

production more co•patible with the environment;

to
of

instead, they had led

to higher productivity through more intensive farming methods.
long-term
budgetary

rebates

In

the

the support measures could not be combined with a restrictive
policy, as the Commission proposed in its green paper.
It

would be essential for the scope of pricing policy to be widened to take
account of the environment <BERTHELOT>.
In the f~g~r~l B~2Y~1ig gf §II!gni the hill-farming directive had
enabled the obJective of reversing rural depopulation to be partially
secured, but the level of aid had been shown to be inadequate
<von URFF>.
In the Qni~!Q ~!DSQQ! implementation of the directive had not helped
saa11 farms.
54% of saall faras with a cultivated area under 50
hectares were receiving an average o£ 2600 per year, whereas 7.7% of
large farms received more than 213,000 per year.
This was because aid
was calculated per hectare of land under cultivation <CONDER>.

Caution was urged before making any definitive assessment of the results
that could be achieved through Community aid in the less advantaged
regions.

In

the United Kingdom the net incoaes of faras in such areas

were marginally higher that aid levels laid down by the CAP,
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which

was

attributable
to

the

to atate aids granted at national level.

advantage

of

faraers who a·ppeared to be in

These were also
receipt

of

high

a,aounts but who in fact had to support two or three families sharing the
work of the far•

<TAYlOR>.

The proposals contained in the green paper

fo·r lowering the retirHent age, for continuing the present structural
policy with appropriations aaounting to ECU 5,000 million, and for the
application of social-policy aeaaures in conJunction with environaental
criteria were disadvantaging ••all faraers <von WEIZS!CKER>.
The
reafforestation
of totally abandoned upland areas represented an
interesting option both fro• an econo•ic and an ecological standpoint.
The Coaaunity forestry sector was unable to aeet the deaand for wood
products.
Aid froa the Coaaunity was required, since a coaprehensive
reafforestation prograaae presupposed a significant investaent, on which
a return could not be expected until so•e years after the original
planting <SWART>.

The disposal of liquid organic waste-~atter of animal origin risked
contaMinating the soil with heavy aetals.
This had to be restricted by
providing waste-aatter storage facilities so that their return
soil could be staggered CKRAUS>.

to

the

In the southern B!~h!r!~D~§ there were already national provisions to
prohibit the expansion of pig-faraing,
but additional provisions
regulating the use of organic fertilizers were still required.
In the
short tera the addition of copper to feedingstuffs for pigs had to be
prohibited, and aaxiaua levels fixed for cadaiua in cattle feed.
Hot
too •uch hope could be placed in any large-scale application of
technology to the processing of the waste-products of livestock

faraing

<SWART>.
In

[r!D~!

large-scale livestock faraing was

regul~ted

according to size

of farM.
Pig faraing with less than 50 head was regulated under public
health provisions at g~~![~!!g~ level dating back to 1898, as amended in
1935, 1963 and 1983.
Faraa with a higher livestock count fell under a
1976 regulation and were required to subait a relevant declaration,
obtain an authorization by decree of the local Prefect, and apply for an
assesaaent of their iapact on the environaent.
Breeders had to subait
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docuaentation
authorization
public

to
to

the

government

take up livestock faraing:

examination,

coaaittee,
authority
assessaent

relevant

an

analysis

by the

department

to

that was followed

departaental

public

obtain
by

a

health

additional checks by the relevant faraing inspector and the
responsible for the local water
catchment-area.
The
of environaental iapact was based on location, type of

construction, feeding aethods, the effect on water
aaxiaua noise level of 150 decibels:
in addition,

supplies, and a
the presence and

voluae of waste-water had to be notified in advance.
The scheae was
aonitored by a specialist staff. The waste-product storage area had to
be located at least 35 metres away from any source of water, 100 aetre&
from buildings on the saae preaiaea, and 200 aetres fro• neighbouring
buildings.
During soil treataent, the tourist season and periods of
frost had to be allowed for, as did soils that showed a tendency to
exceed a stipulated retention level.
The area of pasture land to which
wastes were applied was not to exceed 100m3, and the ainimua interval
before livestock were put out to pasture was 30 days.
There were also
checks on the breakdown of waate-aatter in the soil, on the quantities
of waste-matter stored and any extension of the storage period, and on
the deodorization of organic waste-matter through bacteriological action
and conversion to aethane operation.
Cattle and poultry raising were
regulated by similar provisions CGRIPERAY>.

No fundaaental aechanisas for achieving an environaental policy were
proposed in the Coaaiasion's green paper.
It confined itself to
providing for aid for taking land out of agricultural production, in for
exaaple hill-faraing regions, but without considering any aeasures for
areas affected by intensive faraing aethods.
In these areas two
aeasures were called for: application of the 'polluter pays' principle,
and the granting of coapensation for environaent-coapatible activities.
Ways should be sought of iapleaenting the 'polluter pays' principle
while
acknowledging the possibility that incoae suppleaents
for
contributions to the protection of.the environaent aight actually
favour

faraers

already in an econoaically advantageous situation

WEIZS8CKER>.
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<von

An agricultural policy to include the environaental aspect would have to
be aade up fro• a coabination of various aechaniaas.
The daaage that
had been done by thirty years of aarket-orianted policy would not be put
right siaply by reducing pricea,

nor would doing so necessarily reflect

an environaent-oriented outlook.
In this
auppleaent the basic policy would have to be

connection aeasurea to
found, such as prices

differentiated in favour of aaall faras and leas-advantaged regions,
together
with
provisions to coapenaate faraers who engaged
in
environaent-coapatible production <von MEYER>.
Consuaers were on the
whole prepared to pay for quality. To that end, free coapetition had to
be encouraged <CIMA8), or guaranteed pricea be reduced <BEUC>.
instance
of a correct approach to refora of the CAP was
coreaponsibility levy, which still,
and/or differentiated <PRIEBE>.

however,

needed to

be

One
the

enlarged

Before any general tax was iapoaed on the uae of cheaical aubatances in
agriculture, the effects at econoaic, social and ecological level would
have to be carefully and specifically investigated.
The value of any
such

aeasure to the environaent would be liaited,

since it

failed

to

take account of the differences between particular foras of agricultural
production and between soils and regions, whereas the effects of
nitrates were aore severe in aoae areas than in others.
Faraers were
undoubtedly concerned to fertilize as efficiently as possible, and they
uaed not only aineral but also natural fertilizers <CONRAD>.
A tax
could work to the disadvantage of faraera and consuaers alike.
Faraers
would have to carry a higher risk-factor;
they would have to choose
between two poaaibilitiea: uaing taxed cheaical products in order to
••intain yields at the aa•e level at the expanse of higher production
coats, or using lees nitrate fertilizer, thereby risking a fall in
yields.
Consuaera would have to be prepared to accept higher foodstuff
prices.
An additional tax on nitrates would, given the variations in
.Oils and crops grown in Europe, lead to no fundaaental changes in the
use of nitrate fertilizers <van ERKEN>. It should also be realized that
any such tax would hit faraera in the aoet disadvantaged regions hardest
<AHRENS>,

regions

in

which the
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basic

agricultural

factors of soil

coaposition

and

cliaate aeant that large quantities of fertilizer were

required <CONRAD>.
Rather, preventive aeasures, such as education in
appropriate growing methods and in the use of nitrate fertilizers in
conJunction with the by-products of livestock faraing and the
developaent of agricultural sciences in every Meaber State
Coaaunity, were to be preferred to a tax.

further
of the

A tax on nitrate& for use in agriculture was nevertheless proposed by
the environmental expert on the 'polluter pays' principle. This aeasure
would, admittedly, double the aarket price of coaaonly used nitrate
fertilizers.
But the incoae froa this tax would be returned to the
faraing coaaunity in the fora of a flat-rate coapensatory payaent per
unit area of land.
The aain purpose of the proposal was to encourage
extensive production aethoda, which were often less environaentally
damaging than the intensive aethods <von MEYER>.
The money collected
under any such tax or payable as coapensation for daaage under the
'polluter pays' principle - although paying financial coapensation for
daaage to the environaent was in itself undesirable from an ecological
standpoint - could be used to set up consultation centres for faraers
to disseminate accurate inforaation on the real needs of the soil
fertilizers <SORLINI, CONRAD>, which would have to be varied with

for
the

particular soil coappsition
each product <van ERMEN>.

for

and

the

growing

methods

eaployed

A tax

on nitrate fertilizer& at an appropriately high level would
significantly reduce the use aade of these chemicals, and this would
have a favourable effect, in particular in single-crop regions;
in
Sweden nitrate fertilizers were taxed and the proceeds returned to the
agricultural sector in another fora <von MEYER>.

The Co••ission'a green paper confined itself to creating 'ecological
corridors' in
an
environaentally
daaaging
agricultural
systea.
Environaent
protection was being banished to areas of
aarginal
agricultural activity in order to liait the effects of viable yet
environaentally daaaging production.
It was however necessary for the
costs of environaental daaage to reflected in prices policy.
A aystea
of differential pricing was both possible and necessary.
It would
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enable

a

aatiafactory

nuabar

of JObs

to

be

aaintained,

with

the

possibility of a long-tara increase.
It would be favourable to
production processes requiring a high labour input coapared with aethods
requiring the use of environaentally daaaging production aethods.
Extending the turnover tax scheae to all the Meaber States would provide
the necessary basis for setting up a differential pricing systea.
The obJection& that had been heard to thi& &y&te•~ such as exces&ive
bureaucracy, low labour productivity, increased foodstuffs prices, with
the
resultant iapact on the consuaer and the attendant
social
inJustices, should be reJected.
In particular the second obJection was
refuted by the consideration that a differential prices acheae would
encourage saall producers to iaprove their viability by reducing
production coats and not by increasing yields through aore intensive and
environaentally daaaging production aethods.
One answer to the third
obJection was the social cost resulting froa rural depopulation.
The
rise in foodstuffs prices would be offset by the fall in the social
costs that the consuaer had to bear aa a taxpayer. The creation of aore
JObs would for exaaple aean that less had to be paid out in uneaployaent
benefit.
And the consuaption of better quality foods would aean a fall
in the incidence of coaaon illnesses.
Nor did better
quality
necessarily aean higher food prices, since aany agricultural products
required a reduced level of processing by the food industry.
It should
not be forgotten that only 7 or 8~ of the cost of food to the consuaer
we~ returned to the faraer.
The reMainder went on transport, packaging,
advertising, etc <CINAB, BERTHELOT>.

The introduction of a differential pricing acheae on the basis of the
four criteria of fara-size, regional policy, production aethods and
product-quality would lead to difficulties as soon as these criteria had
to be applied in coabination. It would require aore active intervention
by governaent departaenta and would lead to adainistrative difficulties
at the point of iapleaentation.
Price differentiation could also be
achieved however through a tax on far• size, or by granting a preaiua
to saall faraa, or by a coMbination of such aethoda whereby large ferae
would have to pay a levy froa which aaaller faras were exeapt. It would
be iaportant for such aeaaurea to be applied in a uniforM way throughout
the

Coaaunity to avoid distortions of coapetition.
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It could otherwise

happen

that

structural

countries
units,

such

whose agriculture was
as

the United

characterized

Kingdoa,

would

be

by

large

financing

agriculture in countries with typically aaall-scale faras such as
and

the

Federal Republic of Geraany.

Italy

This problea of spreading

the

burden internationally could significantly haaper efforts to secure
agreeaent at Coaaunity level.
Moreover, the differential prices would
have to be applied to all agricultural products - and on the basis of
varying criteria - to prevent faraera fro• abandoning the production of
particular products in favour of aore profitable ones. With sugar and
ailk there would be no obstacles, whereas with cereals it would be aore
difficult, and in the cases o£ livestock products and protected crops it
would be nearly iapoaaible <von URFF>.
The iapleaentation of a differential pricing policy on the basis of fara
size would be bound to run into nuaerous obstacles since it was
iapossible to coapare faras on the basis of such a paraaeter.
On the
contrary, the priaary obJective should rather be that of product
quality, although quality standards reaained to be established <INRA>.
In the case of lower quality products intended predoainantly for the
processing industry, new marketing outlets could be opened up.
A new
kind of utilization was also that of conversion into energy <KRAUS>.
A
differential pricing policy would aoreover be impossible to impleaent at
legal and adainistrative level. Better results would be obtained if the
farming community and/or particular faraers were rewarded for the
effectiveness of their contributions to safeguarding the environaent and
if there were differentiation on the basis of the effort they put in.
If production that damaged the environaent was dearer, that also could
have an impact on prices <von WEIZS8CKER>.
Nor would any such policy
encourage farmers to abandon their entrepreneurial &pirit in favour of
an approach that put less emphasis on productivity.
New methods had to
be found that would enable environmentally damaging practices
agriculture to be discontinued and agricultural activity encouraged
certain areas.
The achievement of this obJective
inforaation exchanges at Coaaunity level <FLEISCHHAUER>.

3.4.2.3

Quota

would

in
in

require

~~!~!!

The quota policy represented a transitional solution, since it would
have an undesirable impact in the long tera;
in the case of cereals it
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would

in fact be iaposaible to iapleaent <FLEISCHHAUER>.

better
aore

It would

be

to go for a policy of diversification of production by rewarding
'useful' agricultural activities.

Transfers of incoae

froa

the

tertiary

end secondary sectors to the priaery sector would have to be
The CoMMunity aa a whole would, for exaaple, have to protect
secured.
faraera in upland regions, 'nature's gardeners', as they were known, who
Maintained these touristically valuable assets for the Coaaunity.
For
the future, an agriculture split up into three aaJor 'divisions' could
be looked forward to:
in the first, a 'reasonable' diversification
would represent the only possible solution; in the second, alternative
production ayateaa, and with thea leas intensive production aethods,
could be introduced, in what would aaount to a structural policy scheMe;
and in the third, areas of land would be 'Mothballed', ie they would be
uaed neither for agricultural nor for tourist purposes <INRA>.

3.4.2.4

~!!£!!!!n!2~! !Y~22!~
9!2~!gg !!~h2g!

!!!!Y!!!

!2~

Froa the &tandpoint of environaent protection the effort had to be aade,
aa set out in the green paper, to secure a restrictive, aarket-oriented
pricing policy, to be introduced in stages. FarMers would be encouraged
to hold production coats within bounds, leading to a reduction of
surpluses and of environaental daMage.
Such a policy would have to be
suppleMented with !n£2!!:!Y222£~!• which might well be differentiated
according to the environMent-oriented production aethods uaed:
no such
aeasure was however provided for in the green paper.
Such an
intervention scheae existed for hill faraing, but was still in need of
review and iaproveaent.
Criteria needed to be established
granting of incoae support and for the procedures whereby
differentiation could be
addition, possible aeans

for the
regional

specified in particular
instances.
of financing such Measures would have to

In
be

considered. In the Federal Republic of Geraany impleaentation of the
present policy was associated with high costa, accounting for two thirds
of the total incoae of the agricultural aector. Costs could run as high
as DM 700 per hectare, whereas hill-faraing aid ran to OM 240 per
hectare.
These figures gave an approxiaate indication of the spread
that would have to be covered by incoae support under a aarket-oriented
pricing policy CPRIEBE>.
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A policy
direct

that

form

environment
Kingdom.
by the
support

provided faraers with income support as a

of aid in recognition of their role as

regular

and

protectors of

the

was being successfully pursued in some parts of the United

In the Peak District <National Park> a pilot scheae subsidized
Community was in operation.
Farmers were receiving income
related to the part they were prepared to play in protecting

aarshlands, or maintaining hedges and atone dykes, etc.
The farmers,
who worked to traditional methods and contributed to the protection of
the countryside and local flora and fauna, were receiving £235 annually
per hectare.
The policy was a boost to econoaically less-favoured
farmers.
although

Similar proJects might well be financed by
they would have to i-pleaented
regionally

the Community,
<CONDER>.
The

Agriculture Ministry was currently planning a restructuring o£ subsidies
granted by national departments, since under present arrangeaents it was
the bigger and more productive farms that were deriving the greatest
advantage fro• such measures. The possibility was also being considered
of establishing a register of areas of historical and geographical
interest.
Provision would be aade for a scheme to preserve the
environment and one to promote high-quality foods. Exemptions from land
transfer tax and an annual contribution to the financing of environment
improvement measures were also under consideration.
Commitments in
relation to such land would be unaffected by any change in ownership.
In
areas where the countryside had been spoiled by non-natural
phenoaena, its original character was to be restored <DENTON-THOMPSON>.
Experience of income support measures in the Netherlands had been less
favourable; aid had failed to elicit sufficient interest on the part of
the farming community.
One reason for this might be that subsidies of
this kind were only suitable for supporting types of farms and forms of
production that were inappropriate to the agriculture of the future.
The environment protection effort had, rather, to be incorporated into
pricing policy <BERTHELOT>.
Allowance also had to be made for problems
in connection with subsidy distribution, inasmuch as there was a danger
that these were not always being directed to the correct recipients

<WAA>.
Differential pricing was too rudimentary as a mechanism for securing
environmental and political obJectives <PAYNE, CONDER>.
The criterion
o£ 'far• size' was inoperable, since it did not correlate with farmers'
ecological
'quality',

behaviour.
Equally problematical was
given the variety of consumers' tastes
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the
and

concept
of
preferences.

Better results could be obtained through !~~~S~~~~! E2!!S~ aeasures
which could be used to proaote such agricultural activities as could be
seen at national or CoMaunity level to be favourable to the environaent.
That policy was alao being applied in the United Kingdoa, in accordance,
aoreover, with Article 19 of the directive on structures <PAYNE>.
Structural policy aeaaurea also had the advantage that they could be
adapted to the specific needs of particular regions. Any such a policy,
which would aaounte, ultiaately, to a planning policy, would however
also require a prices policy <SWART>.

of value to environaent protection included
the
option of Making changes in lGnd uae subJect to prior authoriz~tion, the
granting of preaiuaa for activities favourable to the environaent, such
for exaaple as soil rehabilitation, containaent o£ erosion and reduced
application of pesticides;
these aeasures had achieved favourable
results in the Federal Republic of Geraany <von URFF>.
Qtb![

!19§Y[!§

In aeat-producing are~s of agriculture, increases in the livestock count,
which had doubled in the United Kingdoa alone over the previous 15
years, had been responsible for an increase in waste products daaaging
to the environaent, and for the disposal of which, in, for exaaple, the
United Kingdoa, no action had been taken. Farmers had to be encouraged
to recycle the by-products of livestock faraing, specifically through
subsidies for the installation of recycling plant, the cost of which
could not be borne by the producers alone <WAA>.

Savings in the budget could be achieved through a differentiated pricing
policy on the basis of production per unit of labour, taking due account
of natural costa of production and regional variations.
Such a policy
could be suppleaented by a tax on aniaal-feed iaports, the production o£
pesticides, of sulphur-based fertilizers, and a tax on the livestockcount of faras. A 1983 BEUC investigation into dairy faraing in Belgium
had shown that a freeze in ailk prices could result in savings in the
budget.
The savings thus achieved could be returned to the aost
disadvantaged faraers in the fora of auppleaenta to coapensate for loss
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of

incoae.

production,

probleas.

This
and

aethod
would

would also have the effect of

contribute to th• solution

of

cutting

back

socio-political

On the basis of available figures, savings could be expected

of the order of ECU 395 Million, coapared with the COPA proposal calling
for a 5.8~ increase in prices;
that would mean a saving
of
ECU 200 aillion as coapared with the Coaaission's proposed increase of
3.2~

<BEUC>.

Investigation of the different &oil types
and their geogrGphical
distribution, together with soil preservation, were the two aost
iaportant tasks that reaained to be coapleted in this connection
everywhere in Europe.
European soil aaps - the best-known ones at
present were the FAO-UNESCO 1:5,000,000 scientific research series
should be brought coapletely up to date and the scale and presentation
used by national cartographers should be standardized, failing which one
of the three principal soil representation systeas of Western countries
- soil taxonomy, or the French, or FAO systeaa - should be definitively
adopted <PREV!TALI>.
To enable up-to-date inforaation about soil
coaposition to be obtained rapidly in the Coaaunity countries, reaote
sensing techniques should be developed <BONFANTI>. If soils were to be
protected, decisions would have to be taken on agricultural, forestry,
urban and industrial uses of land in relation to soil co•poaition and
with all due regard to the natural properties of the soil.
It would be
urgently necessary to extend the experiaents that had been conducted in
a nuaber of countries and to induce laggard countries, like Italy, to
take action.
In any coaparison of notes among European countries three
aain theaes had to be kept in aind:
the caapaign against the misuse of
serviceable arable, forestry and pasture land for residential purposes
<by the year 2000 areas o£ agricultural land in soae o£ the aost heavily
urbanized areas of Northern Italy could well be irreversibly destroyed>;
the campaign against water and wind erosion <every year 2 •• of soil per
hectare was carried away by the wind, which was well above a tolerable
level>;
the ca~paign against contaaination of the soil through the
introduction of heavy metals, exce&&ive fertilization, and acid rain.
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There

should

be

efforts

to coabat

physical

and

ecological

daaage

resulting fro• landslides
which were now occurring with increasing
frequency in the aountainous and upland regions of Italy - as well as
soil erosion, erosion through aechanical aanipulation of steeplyinclined uplands, irresponsible reaoval of atone for building-use,
deforestation - partly by aeans of arson - to serve the ends of tourist
and sporting centres, or to secure pasture land, and inappropriate
ond dangerous choices of locations for the storage of urban, industrial
or aineral waste-products, and for the siting of giant power stations
and factories <PREVITALI>.
As regards soil conservation, a register should be established at
national or Coaaunity level of all available resources to enable this
natural asset to be used to optiaua advantage for agricultural,
industrial, or urban purposes.
Soil quality had to be protected
iridefinitely.
France and other countries had establishaents that
aonitored the physical, cheaical and biological quality of the soil.
The aaJor physical problea was erosion.
There were studies in progress
under which criteria for the consolidation of plots of land would be
Any soil-protection prograaDe would have to be linked
drawn up <INRA>.
to ancillary policy aeasurea for the protection of the
natural
environMent.
It would be a aatter of active protection of soil
function, and the problea would have to be approached as a whole,
not
in teras of isolated aspects auch as erosion. Soil-protection had to be
seen as inseparable froa the conservation of biotopes and of flora,
fauna and water-courses, and be approached in conJunction with public
health
and the responsibilities that faraers would have to aeet in
order actively to protect the environaent.
As regards the decision on
the
protection aeasures best suited to particular areas of the
Coaaunity, there was a need for a unifora aystea and an asseaeaent and
categorization of the relative potential of different soil types.
What
was needed was not a register of soil daaage, but a register of soil
potential and of the areas requiring protection <KIEMSTEDT>.
Soil
fertility had to be protected in teras of considerations other than
P!Oduction alone:
protection had to be extended to cover plants and
apiaals living in the wild state.
In particular it would be necessary
to deteraine at Coaaunity level the daaaging influences to which the
soil had been subJected, and how it could be protected against
contaaination by heavy aetals. In soae areas of the Federal Republic of
Geraeny the use of fertilizers had been responsible for introducing
cadaiua in concentrations of 2.5 to 3,5 g per hectare.
These aaounts
were being absorbed by crops.
But if the cadaiua deposits resulting
fro• non-agricultural activities were included, then the levels were
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five

to

ten

times

higher than those that

crops

could

normally

be

particular attention should be paid to
the degradability of pesticides in the soil before thef were released
their application should be regulated at Community
onto the market;
The adaptability of the &oil to aultiple
level <FLEISCHHAUER>.
functions had to be aaintained, and ita use should not be altered in a

expected

rigid,

to absorb.

definitive

vulnerable organisa.
'sealed off' the
agricultural use,

Moreover,

way.

The soil was a living and consequently highly

Apart froa urbanization and road building,

which

soil peraanently, it could also be endangered by
as for exaaple through contaaination by cheaical

products.
Toxic substances used in industry entered the ataosphere and
were returned to the soil by the rain, resulting in yet further
contaaination. In the southern regions of the Coaaunity erosion was the
worst eneay of the soil and endangered both agricultural and forestry
applications.
What effects huaan activity was having on the soil would
Standards
have to be considered in relation to preliainary studies.
should be fixed on the basis of ecological criteria that would guarantee
soil integrity and viability;
in addition, safeguard measures would be
required in aany areas.
In agriculture, it would be necessary to
regulate the application of chemical products, soil processing, and the
use of machinery; levels of copper in livestock feed should be reduced,
intensive methods should be stopped, and southern regions reafforested
to contain erosion.
In other areas at•ospheric pollution by heavy
aetals should be reduced, the Coamunity directive on ground water should
be coapleted, and the Meaber States should pursue a consistent policy on
the reaoval of polluting waste products and slag heaps <TASCHNER>.

The problem of correct soil use should not be approached only froa the
standpoint of competition between particular econoaic sectors;
account
had to be taken rather - in agriculture above all - of the need
secure opti•u• soil utilization.
The spread of intensive growing
aaize,

to
of
which accounted for 60% of agricultural land use in soae regions

of the ~~9!~~! R!E~~!!S 2! ~!~!~g~, had caused environaental damage:
upland areas were being eroded, since the soil was covered in vegetation
only for short periods and was being contaminated by the application of
certain herbicides;
<KRAUS>.

this

phenomenon

merited

further

investigation

utilization was however also a political problem.
In the ~nit!9
~!nggQ~
it had been an obJective of regional planning policy to
Soil

safeguard every inch of viable agricultural land from urbanization or
other uses;
these aeasures had soaetimea not been successful in every
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respect.

Yet in present circuastances in Britain, if surplus production

were

be

to

restricted through prices or quotas,

some

500,000

to

2

aillion hectares of land would have to be taken out of agricultural
production. In the last 10 years the deaand of urban dwellers for plots
of land in the countryside had increased considerably, and this trend
could be expected to continue.
Moreover, increasing nuMbers of faraers
were now prepared
alternative crops,

to practise new growing methods <reafforestation,
new foras of plant biomass>. The CoMaunity had to

support the curtailMent of surpluses, the freeing of land used to grow
surplus products and its sowing with new crop varieties; the conception
o£ regional planning policy would have to change,
absolutely necessary to conserve every inch of

since it was not
agricultural land

<CONDER>.
In the United KingdoM there was now a tendency to apply a
land-use aonitoring scheae and to secure expert opinions on the
environaental iapact.
The Institute of Terrestrial Ecology had
conducted research on certain local plant species that could be grown as
alternative crops.
This research should be continued until, at a later
stage, it passed beyond the experiaental stage and led to cultivation of
large land areas:
the Coaaunity could finance these studies.
The
institute also analyzed the condition of soils intended for foreatry
iMplantations;
in the United KingdoM woodlands that provided refuges
for birds and aniaals were being destroyed, while other areas - often at
the cost of daaage to the environment - were being reafforested.
The
Coaaission could introduce a aechanisa of financial support and aid to
coapensate faraers for loss of value in certain areas where they
practieed aixed faraing, thereby encouraging them to plant shrub and
tree species of environaental interest in ecological
terms,
in
particular as a aeans of accelerating the reproduction of rare birds or
birds threatened with extinction <BELL>.
In BllSiYI environaent protection a&&ociationa
integrated land developaent prograaaes like that

were deaanding that
being iapleaented in

the south of the country should be subJected to scrutiny in
their
coapatibility
with the environaent,
so as to
environaental daaage <VAN ERMEN>.

teras of
forestall

In !~9l!• in the fertile Po Basin, 25~ of land allocated to agricultural
production had been lost to built-up area&;
whether directly, as a
result of construction proJects, or indirectly through incorporation of
agricultural land into towns and cities, this land was being allowed to
lie fallow or was being faraed to exhaustion with inappropriate aethods,
for the purpose sale for construction proJects <BONFANTI>.
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The

ComMunity

other

was a net

products;

forestry

i~porter

of wood,

but produced

surpluses

in

there was consequently a clear case for promoting the

industry and extending the area of afforested land,

while

at

the same time maintaining marginal areas of interest for
other
obJectives such as the protection of particular natural habitats.
Forestry would cause less environmental daMage than agriculture,
particular if it were operated by ecological methods <SERUS!AUX>.

in
Of

particular importance was reafforestation in areas that had been damaged
by water and wind erosion <PREVlTALl> and in regions where woodlands had
suffered the effects of the acid rain phenomenon <FLE!SCHHAUER>.
Reafforestation of areas used for intensive cereal growing would not
only

reduce

production

surpluses,

but would

forestall

damage

froa

erosion that was now being recorded on over 2 million hectares of land
in France; this could however lead to political problems in relation to
competition.
surplus

On the other hand converting pasture to woodland to reduce

milk

biological

production

would

characteristics

of

destroy
soils

the
that

physical,
were

chemical

currently

in

and
good

condition and displayed a low nitrate content <BOURGUIGNON>.

Reafforestation could provide a solution from a social and environmental
standpoint, but in economic terms there were limits to its usefulness.
In the United Kingdom investigations by the National Conservation
Council had shown that in the past 40 years half the forests of the
seventeenth century had been destroyed.
Some 70% of the destruction
could be attributed to incorrect forestry measures, and 30% to the
encroachment of agriculture.
In addition, 40% of marshland had been
destroyed,

30% of which was due to inappropriate reafforestation.

reafforestation

The

programmes would create no new Jobs, since there was at

the same time extensive investment in labour-saving equipment; moreover,
the use of chemical substances was causing environmental damage.
Concern at the damage to the environaent that could be done by intensive
and

too rapid reafforestation programmes had also been expressed

recently organized seminar on soil conservation.
it

clear

that

a

This seminar had made

reafforestation had led to environmental

only in the United Kingdom,

at

problems

not

but also in the south of Spain and Portugal

through
eucalyptus plantations.
Economists should calculate
effective levels of savings that could be achieved through
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the

restrictions on iaports of forestry products:

it would perhaps be more

useful to iaplement trade. restrictions in different agricultural end
forestry sectors CCONDER>. Reafforestation measures were not always the
best solution, since they resulted in near-irreversible changes in the
soil. Moreover, the changes that were foreseeable in the world-wide
political scene, inasauch as the political iaportance of third countries
would increase,
could aean that there would be cause to regret the
reafforestation aeaaures CBERTHELOT>.

Encourageaent should be given to the growing of oil-bearing seeds, which
were in short supply in the Community; soya imports were running at
20 aillion tonnea annually, which was equivalent to a production area of
10 aillion hectares, assuming a yield of 2 tonnes per hectare.
In
addition,

the

Community's dependence on the United States continued to

grow.
Another possibility was to consider stepping up the growing
lupins, another crop that was viable on land originally allocated

of
to

livestock raising, as in Andalusia:
cotton for use in textiles could
also be grown in Greece, Spain, Southern Italy and Portugal.
To
encourage widespread use of these crops would require
pricing policy to aake them profitable CBERTHELOT>.

a

change

in

reparcelling w~s an appropriate Mechanism for solving f~rms~
structural probleas and for ecologically oriented iaproveaent of the
countryside <KRAUS>.
It was no longer, as previously, being pursued
L~nd

only froa the point of view of aechanization of agriculture, but also to
•eet agricultural requirements, and to guarantee the protection of the
soil against erosion.
In E~!n£! environment protection experts had
been brought in to advise on land reparcelling. As regards the cheaical
constitution of the soil, the effects of heavy aetal concentrations, in
particular of cad~iua originating with phosphates and copper, were being
investigated.
High cadaiua concentrations had been recorded in some
mines, while copper occurred predominantly in areas where sewage was
used extensively as a fertilizer;
there the effort was being aade to
reduce the concentrations found in livestock-feed by a factor of 10.
The aia was to secure the fixing of a aaximua level for concentrations
of heavy aetals in the soil and to investigate any additional sources of
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soil contamination CINRA>.
aspects into account.
farmers
therefore

and

help

- like

Land reparcelling should also take social

It would create a better living environment

to maintain natural living
regional

planning

- be

conditions.

implemented

by

It

for

should

government

departments CFLEISCHHAUER).
In the [~g~~gl B~RYQl!g Qf ~!I!9Dl there was so~e legislation on land
reparcelling.
It was geared to the protection of the environment and
nature, but the results of its implementation could only be expected in
the long term.
The first law, passed in the mid 70s, had been followed
in

1985

by a Federal framework law for the L!nder.

Between 1975

and

1983 provisions governing land drainage and conversion had been enacted.
They had been implemented principally in marshlands in Southern Lower
Saxony; these areas were a refuge !or storks, for nearly all marshlands
with rare species of birds had suffered from so•e fora of environmental
damage.
From the general standpoint of soil and nature conservation
agricultural production methods had to be changed, even if this deaand
would frequently run up against the hostility of farmers.
government's countryside protection council had recently
handbook
aethods

on

determining the compatibility of

and the protection of

n~ture,

agricultural

The federal
published a
production

with particular emphasis on land

reparcelling <KIEKSTEDT>.
In It~lY land reparcelling was stagnating; in affect, parcels of land
were being 'atomized'. particularly in marginal regions. In upland and
mountain regions land reparcel!ing was fraught with difficulty owing to
the
extremely scattered and fragmented nature
of
landholdings.
Consolidation could only be achieved in large-scale farms, and was
confined to the inner strips, to coaply with the requirements of singlecrop farming and mechanization of growing methods;

this led to erosion

and exhaustion of the topsoil.
In Loabardy a quarter of the region was
dedicated to parkland and nature reserves - on paper.
Before this
protection could be regulated in law, it would be helpful to have access
to a planning model conforming, at least in general terms, to the
relevant regulations in other Member States <BONFANTI).

The effects of the Common Agricultural Policy on the ecological situation
in the Third World were considerable;
the two factors that played a
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decisive role were:
aeasures
in

the

trade in agricultural products and foodstuffs,

in the area of private or public-sector cooperation
spread

of

European patterns of

production

and

and

resulting

consumption.

Coaaunity food exports to developing countries were disrupting the
natural environMent of these countries significantly more than iaports.
CoMmunity exports represented a threefold form of competition against
Third-World agricultural production.
Faraers in these countries were
not in a position to maintain the fertility of the soil by using
appropriate fertilizers and by preserving and improving the humus layer;
this phenomenon helped to widen the gap between relative yields in the
two heaispheres.
Large numbers of Third-World farmers had been forced
to abandon their land and seek refuge in urban areas, where the
influence of European consuaption patterns was all the stronger.
The
Coaaunity was also exporting developMent proJects to the Third World to
enable it to sell such factors of production as tractors, fertilizers
and pesticides of European origin. The green - or, in·the case of ailk,
white - revolution had led to the displaceaent of saall faraers who had
not had the financial resources necessary for access to the new
technologies. The point also had to be aade eaphatically that intensive
growing aethods were unsuited to Third-World agriculture.
Rather,
aixed-crop faraing would be aore likely to safeguard the environaent and
save large nuabers of JObs in these countries <BERTHELOT>.

exports
of surplus products to the Third World
had
unfavourable effects on the environaent in these countries. They caused
long-tera changes in nutritional patterns, and resulted in locally
produced foodstuffs being replaced by others of Coamunity origin.
This
applied predoainantly to urban areas.
In Africa, for example, deaand
for the yaa, the locally produced root-vegetable, had declined in favour
of cereals, which were not noraally grown on the African continent. The
same was true of sugar and dairy products.
Rising deaand for these
products was coapelling faraers to expand their pasture land - soaetiaes
to excess;
this was at the expense of crops that could be grown for
direct human consuaption.
Consequently, profits were falling and rural
aigration towards the urban centres was steadily increasing.
In the
past moreover, aany farmers had begun to replace local crop varieties
with staple crops intended for the world aarket; this was the case with
rice, for exaaple.
The econo~ic iapact of these new growing patterns
was considerable, since faraers had become aore exposed to fluctuations
in aarket conditions and were at the aercy of the interplay of supply
and deaand.
The environment too suffered as a consequence, since soils
were becoaing exhausted and eroaion was on the increase <LOGEMANN>.
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So~e

European institutions and soae international organizations took the

view that European food-aid and aid deliveries from other industrialized
nations

to

the

Third World were a for' of

production in the developing countries
on

competition

against

<Report of the Court of

the competitive and aubstitutionist effect of European food

food

Justice
aid

on

the countries of Africa and Asia, 1981;
Opinion of the International
Coaaittee to coabat the drought in the Sahel region>.
In this they
contradicted

the position of the Coamission of the European Coaaunities

which saw the problem only in teras of deliveries of supplies, without
recognizing that exporting foodstuffs also meant passing on a particular
pattern of agricultural activity.
In ten years demand for wheat in the
Sahel countries for example had risen by 134%, while deaand for millet,
sorghua and aaize had reaained constant.
In 1983, 82% of aid for food
production in the developing countries had been confined to JUSt five
products:
palm-oil, tea, rice, coffee and sugar. This showed how much
iapact the transfer of a European production and processing patterns was
having on agricultural products that were being produced in the
developing countries and re-exported to Europe.
habits, it aeant that the urban population,

As regards nutritional
which although

only

a

minority took the important decisions and exercised purchasing-power,
preferred to purchase cheap foodstuffs - eg cereals - available on world
markets instead of local products.
Cereal prices policy in Senegal
provided one exaaple.
In 1978-79 the Senegalese governaent had raised
the consumer price of millet by about 5 francs; as a result supplies on
the internal aarket had doubled.
Local de•and had however been
insufficient to absorb growing production. Nor had the internal product
been able to coapete against imported products from Europe, Australia
and the United States that could be purchased on the world market and
were thus cheaper than the hoae-grown product. Nor had any fora of aid
been granted to en4ble traditional hoae-grown products to be processed
locally CCARTON>.
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Exports of European Comaunity surplus products to developing countries
could represent coapetition against aoae foodstuffs but not all.
Pressure of competition was strongest in the case of sugar, where the
needs of Third-World countries could be covered by South-South trade
relations.
On the other hand Coaaunity cereals exports did not aaount
to coapetition:
they helped to cover a developing country iaport
deficit that was estiaated at 100 aillion tonnes a year and would,
according to FAO forecasts, reaain unchanged until the year 2000.
If
the Coaaunity were to exercise restraint in its cereals exports, the
advantage would accrue to exports froa the United States and Canada. In
the case of dairy products, aoae 80~ of Coamunity exports went to ThirdWorld countries:
Coaaunity exports were coapeting against local
products only in particular cases, since the developaent of production
in the Third World was a slow process taking place in difficult
circuastances. The significance of Coaaunity food aid to the developing
countries should not be undereatiaated: it had for exaaple included 1.7
aillion tonnes of cereals, 150,000 tonnes of ailk powder and 50,000
tonnes of butter-oil:
food aid could also be of iaaense value if it
were coapleaented by a developaent strategy aiaed at the long-tera
proaotion of doaestic production <von URFF>.

European livestock-feed iaports accounted for only 0.3% of Third-World
agricultural land, with the growing of tapioca in Thailand and soya in
Brazil as an exception.
Tha growing of tapioca for export did not
coapete against the production of foodstuffs for internal consuaption.
Thailand was able, with the help of its rica exports, to cover all its
food-supply requireaents.
Tapioca was, in any event, being grown on
low-fertility marginal land and was a maJor source of income for saall
faraers.
On the other hand, soya growing in Brazil did coapete against
the production of foodstuffs.
Growing this crop caused a scarcity of
fertile soil to grow products that could cover internal deaand !or
foodstuffs;
in this way aaall faraera were being squeezed out of
aarginal areas.
The Coaaunity also iaported tropical products like
fruit and oil, the production of which had a stabilizing effect on the
environaent in the zones of production, and the export of which brought
the producer countries guaranteed profits <von URFF>.
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The
sugar
other

European Comaunity and other countries had helped to set

up

giant

factories in Costa Rica through the intermediary of the EIB and
institutions.
At the saae tiae the Community was pursuing an

aggressive policy for its own sugar-beet production;
coamitted
teras of

to importing a fixed quantity of sugar to
the Loa~ agreement.
It would however be

it was,

moreover,

comply with the
more logical to

oonclude 'non-political' a9reement$ between the ComMunity and the &ugGrexporting ACP countries.
Under these agreements the Community would be
in a position to coaait itself to limiting its sugar imports within
period of 5 to 10 years, or to dispensing with them entirely:
as

a
a

substitute it could grant an appropriate amount in financial aid to be
used
to help diversify agricultural production in the countries
concerned <CARTON>.

The Third World countries and the industrialized nations used different
types of pesticides.
Exports were predominantly of insecticides,
whereas exports of herbicides were of secondary iaportance since the use
of these substances had still not replaced manual methods.
Fungicides
too were exported only in saall amounts, since they could only be used
in special cases and for particular crop species.
Costs of producing
and aarketing a new product were very high <OM 100 million>, which meant
that a product could not be developed exclusively for Third-World
aarkets.
The Bayer concern was the biggest exporter of pesticides on
world markets.
It exported 90% of its production;
60% of the total
went to Coamunity Member States, 15% to the United States, 5-10% to
Japan, and 15-20~ to the Third World, including the 'threshold'
countries.
Some 20,000 tonnes of these substances were being exported
to developing countries, and the aaounts used per hectare were highly
variable <AHRENS>.
In general teras it could be said of pesticide exports to the Third
World that 61~ of the total originated with Coaaunity undertakings.
Soae 7~ of the annual turnover of a Community aultinational <Shell> was
earned from exporting three pesticides <aldrin, dieldrin and endrin>
that were either prohibited or strictly controlled in the Coamunity.
The Developaent Fund was also helping to fund exports of
soae
pesticides.
The documentation available showed that in 1984 it had
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financed

the export of 40,000 litres of

endrin and 60,000 kg of aldrin

destined for coffee plantations in the Ivory Coast.
In Septeaber 1985
eight European consuaer and environaent-protection organizations would
I

launch an inforaation caapaign to
aaaociated with these exports <BEUC>.

draw

attention

to

the

dangers

The provision& regulating iMport& in •any Third World countries were
based on authorization criteria in use in the industrialized nations;
aany Latin Aaerican countries iaported and used products that were
authorized in the United States; aany French-speaking countries kept to
French standards <AHRENS>.
This offered soae guarantee, even if the
authorization did not always correspond to the place of aanufacture.
In the developing countries soae products could be used that were
unsuitable in the Coaaunity by reason of cliaatic variations as between
the two heaispheres.
The use for example of DDT in areas other than
agriculture was held by the WHO to be extreaely useful <CINAB>. Its use
was prohibited in the Coaaunity, but it continued to be aanufactured in,
for exaaple, the Netherlands <LOGEMANN>. Another •aJor exporter of DDT
was the Soviet Union, which delivered DDT to India where it was used
under WHO auspices in the caapaign against aalaria <BERTHELOT>.

one hand it could prohibit the 'double standard', ie the export
products the use of which was not authorized within the Coaaunity.
it could associate itself with the final adoption at the FAO meeting
Noveaber 1985 of the code of conduct constituting the first attempt
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In the Third World 70% of pesticides were used to treat crops intended
for export to industrialized countries.
In the United States it had
been
established
that many agricultural products imported
from
developing countries contained traces of pesticides the use of which was
often unapproved; in 1981 the presence of such residues was recorded in
44~
of coffee iaports from third countries <BEUC>.
In about 20% of a
year's imports of citrus fruits traces were found of pesticides banned
in the USA itself, but authorized for export to the Third World
<von WEIZS!CKER>.
Community.

No corresponding data were available for the European

This aspect should be investigated <BEUC>.

Exports of dangerous pesticides to the Third World were a threat to

the

environment and to human health, since these products were not only
highly toxic but were often not used correctly.
Pesticides noraally
highly resistant to degradation were accuaulating in plant and animal
tissue; they were able to penetrate the biological cycle, and trace
amounts of
<SORLINI>.
Worldwide,

toxic

the

substances

death-rate

were

being

found

in

attributable to the use of

the

food

pesticides

chain

had

risen significantly in the previous fifteen years. According to WHO,
there had been 500,000 cases of poisoning annually, 9,000 of them fatal,
in the early seventies;
in 1980 some 750,000 cases of poisoning had
been reported; deaths from poisoning nuMbered between 13,000 and 29,000
<BEUC>.
In one set of figures 5,000 deaths had been reported
30-40%
of these had been from occupational accidents, the remainder from
abuse - or, in so•e cases, the deliberate use - of these products.

the
The

nuaber of accidents could be brought down through the use of less toxic
products,
or of new products,
the cost of which however
was
significantly higher then that of the outdated ones. One reason for the
problems was also that developing countries sometimes showed a marked
preference for particular products <AHRENS.>
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The

resistance of insects to insecticides exported from

the

Community

had increased considerably in the previous 50 years.
In 1938 only ten
species of insects had shown soae degree of resistance to chemical
substances, whereas in 1980 it had been 402 species.
Observations in
cotton plantations in Central America, where insecticides had been used
for the first tiae in the fifties and where crops had been sprayed eight
tiaes a year, had shown that over the period 1950 to 1955 three insect
species had become resistant to chemical products;
in 1965, when crops
had been sprayed on average 28 tiaes per growing year, a further three
species had
shown definite signs of resistance, and in the early
seventies a further eight new insect species had become resistant,
although insecticides were by then being applied no less than 40 tiaes
per season <BEUC>. FAO statistics had shown 10 instances of resistance
in 1960 compared with 434 instances in the period 1980 to 1985.

The resist~nce of livin9 organisms to cheaical products was a biological
phenomenon that depended on natural selection;
the way to coabat this
resistance was to diversify the substances applied,
dosage <AHRENS>.

not to step up the

In aany Meaber States strict standards and controls were applied to
pesticide production.
They did not however provide a sufficient
guarantee. Many products had been withdrawn fro• internal Coamunity and
international trade when their dangerous, toxic and soaetimes mutagenic
and carcinogenic effects had becoae known. The Coaaunity could assuae a
pilot role in proaoting studies and analyses of the toxicity of these
products by establishing unifora rules.
At present aonitoring and
certification applied alaost exclusively to acute poisoning <ie the
direct effect of the substance on the environment and on huaan beings>;
often they were confined to a single substance.
Studies of chronic
toxicity <long-tera effect on the environment and huaan beings> and of
the cuaulative effect <effect of siaultaneoua application of different
substances in the aaae place and over a protracted period of time> were
however sporadic <PAYNE>.
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The countries of the Third World stood in need of permanent consult4tion
with the obJective of enlightening their populations as to the correct
use of pesticides and hygienic food storage. This duty was incumbent, in
particular, on the FAO and other international organizations like the
WHO, as well as national governments.
According to FAO estimates, an
average of 30 to 50% of crops in developing countries was lost each year
to
infestation with harmful· plant and animal organisms.
After
harvesting and during storage, an average of 20 to 50% of yields was
lost.
If production were to be raised, specialized treatment with
pesticides and fertilizers, together with rational techniques of land
use would be required, in which connection it should be remembered that
according to FAO estiaatea, the area of land still available for
agriculture in the countries of the Third World ran to some 200
hectares <AHRENS>.
Intensive tr~de between France and the French-speaking
resulted in the training of agricultural experts in
concerned.
The
being increased,

million

countries had
the countries

store of knowledge of these experts was continually
and this had resulted in a growing rationalization of

the use of pesticides and a fall in the nuabers of accidents.
ThirdWorld countries were on the whole well informed as to European
legislation.
In the Netherlands no specific initiatives for improving the standards
of information about pesticides had been introduced;
there was no code
of conduct for the industry, but only a declaration of intent or
'gentlemen's agreement' that provided for moral commitment without legal
enforcement <LOGEKANN>.

The
mistakes
of the past of directly transferring agricultur41
technologies well-suited to Europe to Third-World countries had to be
avoided.
The ecological balance in the countries of the tropical and
sub-tropical zones was much more vulnerable than in European countries,
and technologies well-suited to crop-production in the Community had
often proved unusable in the tropics.
Technology had to be adapted to
specific environaental conditions - in particular climate and soil - in
the regions for which it was intended <AHRENS>.
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In addition to food-aid on huaanitarian grounds,

technical consultation

was also required with the aiM of helping the countries of the Third
World to becoae self-sufficient in food supplies. A JOint effort should
be made with the countries concerned to research new technologies that
could be adapted to local cli~atic and soil conditions;
equally
iaportant was the need to iaprove the genetic stock of local plant
aniaal species.
No cereal crop could flourish in the tropics,
dairy-farms

organized on the European pattern would never produce

in sufficient quantities.
Technical evolution had to be
process to avoid disrupting the balance of the environment.

and
and
milk

a gradual
And direct

transfers of European technology were to blame for coapetition between
the newly introduced crop varieties and traditional local crops.
The
green revolution had aade it possible in areas of intensive cultivation
to produce potatoes at a price <Fr 3-4 per kg) well below the production
price of tuber crops like yaas <Fr 10-12 per kg>, in respect of which no
research
had been conducted into ways of improving the genetic
attributes, and no effort had been aade to improve and consolidate
growing methods,
harvesting.

in

particular

in

terMs

of

plant

protection

and

Improvements to the genetic attributes of plant and animal species had
been responsible for soae 60X of the iaproveaent in yields in European
agriculture.
The developing countries were dependent on support in
improving
obJective

the genetic stock of local aniaal and plant species with the
of aaking opti•u• use of the available biological potential.

But the African continent contained the largest stock of ungulate
aamaals living in the wild state anywhere in the world; these livestock
were not being used to aeet the enor•ous need of the local population
for protein. Friesian dairy cows had been iaported into Zaire, but had
yielded an average of only 3 litres of milk per day because they had
been able to adept to local conditions there only with extreae
difficulty; at the saae time the buffalo living wild in the Round! Park
could
zebra

easily yield a tonne of aniaal protein per hectare.
Antelope,
and other species were able to feed on the plant species of the

African savannah, which were rich in lignin; on the other hand the need
to grow suitable feed-crops for animals iaported froa Europe was
destroying
the natural soil.
The use of domestic species for
agricultural purposes would require research to improve their genetic
attributes;
such research had been conducted on only a few ungulates,
such as the zebu in Mexico and Brazil <INRA>.
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Improvements to the genetic attributes of local plant species could open
up soae highly interesting prospects.
species

grew

in

Well over half the world's plant

the countries of the tropical and sub-tropical

aany plants that were now virtually unknown in Europe

could be a

zone;
high-

yielding source of protein.
At present however rese~rch into the
iaproveaent of the genetic attributes of tropical plants was confined to
those species whose crop <coffee, sug~r, soya>
for export to the industrialized nations <INRA>.
The

syllabus of the

~gricultural

w~s

intended priaarily

sciences ought to be changed to enable

toaorrow's

Third-World experts to !apart appropriate knowledge of the
natural potential that existed in their countries and how it could be
tapped.
Direct transfers of agricultural techniques such as were
applied in Europe could often lead to destruction of the natural
environment in Third World countries. The full significance of that
process was only brought home when it was realized that a living species
was dying out somewhere on earth every ten Minutes <INRA>.
The
essential thing would be to ensure that genetic uniformity
and
standardization of cultivated plant species did not result. The choice
of different varieties belonging to the same species could for example
cause problems in the area of plant protection, and there had been cases
in which several varieties of one and the same cultivated species, as
for example, maize, had all proved equally vulnerable to the same pests,
which had led to serious losses on harvesting <CINAB>.

The contributions farmers would be expected to mGke would have to be
differentiated.
On average 20% of agricultural land would have to be
subJected to intensive nature-protection measures, whereas with the
remaining SOX there would have to be a scheme of staggering according to
the intensity of growing methods.
This meant that differentiated
aeasures in the area of environaent-protection would be necessary, and
it would have to be laid down at regional level what nature-protection
measures were to be impleaented.
The financing mechanisms were too
imprecise to secure the necessary differentiation <KIEMSTEDT>.
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Specifically,

the

faraers
to
environaent:

adopt

- a

technical

encourage

following aeaaurea could be considered to
production

oon&ultation

aethods

&ervioe for

acre

with

compatible

farmer&

<von

URFF,

the

DENiON-

THOftPSON, CONDER>
- application of the 'polluter pays' principle <von URFF>
- incoae support for activities that helped to preserve the environment
<BOURGUIGNON, CONDER, von WEIZSICKER, von URFF>
- a tax on nitrate-ba&ed fertilizer& <CONRAD, PRIEBE>
-effective aonitoring by governaent departaents <CONRAD>.

The Geraan definition of 'alternative agriculture' covered various
'ecologically-aanaged' types of feraing that adhered to the principle of
the traditional aixed fara, with both crop-growing and livestock-raising,
whereby the fertility of the soil was aaintained.
Pest and disease
control was ensured by raising the natural resistance of
livestock,
so
that applications of cheaical products
restricted.

Consequently

crops
could

and
be

the

concept of soil fertility and product
It would be unrealistic
wholesoaeness was of fundaMental significance.
for 'alternative' growing aethods be introduced directly to every farm
in the Comaunity, but they did represent a aodel for the future
developaent of Coaaunity agriculture.
A sufficient increase in the
number
of farms applying 'alternative aethods'
to
agricultural
production in the Coaaunity could help to reduce the level of surpluses;
yields per hectare were in fact slightly lower than yields achieved by
conventional aethods, and this could aean a saving in resources that
could then be reinvested in agriculture <PRIEBE>.
It was difficult to give a definition of alternative agriculture, since
it comprised different foras of biodynaaic, biological and integrated
production <SORLINI>.
Alternative agriculture often meant widely
differing production methods, soae of which might well provide highly
proaising options for the future, while others pointed to a less clearcut outcoae.
So-called 'energy faraing' did not however
the aabit o! 'alternative agriculture.
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fall

within

It was possible to change the intensive growing methods without reducing
yields.

There

were

aany possible systeas,

'integrated' agriculture,
be

including

the

so-called

through which damage to the environment could

reduced on the one hand while taking faraers' concern to

have

high

yields into account on the other.
Soae highly proaising experience had
been gathered with the polders in the north-eastern Netherlands, and
this should be pursued further <SWART>.

There was no contradiction as between quality, economic viability and
ecology. A good example was provided by a group of farms in France that
practised biological growing methods and planted lupins in the course of
their crop rotation.
This leguainous species offered aany advantages:
it adapted well to a wide range of soils and climates, was highly
resistant to pests, it enriched the soil with nitrogen; it delivered a
high yield after only 90 days, characterized by a high protein content
and low growing costs;
aoreover, livestock could either be pastured on
lupins or the latter could be brought to them as feed.
Sowing with
lupine helped to aaintain the productivity of the soil; iaports of soya
cake
ailk

had moreover been reduced by two thirds. and the quality of
improved at the saae tiae (4X more fat and 3X more protein>.

France,

biological

favourably

growing

was

acknowledged both in

recognized

ter~s

by

law;

of the impact on the

it

had

the
In
been

environMent

and the quality of the product.
The demand for biological products was
const~ntly
incre~sing.
Studies conducted by the French Centre for
External Trade in the Federal Republic of Geraany had shown that de~and
for such products accounted for 8~ of total demand for food products.
The French Agriculture Ministry was promoting biological growing by
setting up approval and aonitoring centres composed of JOint coaaittees
of growers, experts and consuaera. Biological growing also deserved to
be proaoted at Coaaunity level <CINAB>.
Crops
should

th~t

not

had the potential to be grown for bioeth~nol production
be considered as having a place aaong the 'alternative'

crops:
they were of no value to the environment since they did nothing
to alter the pattern of intensive farming and did not contribute any
greater variety to crop rotation <TASCHNER>.
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Research into biological far•ing should be stepped up, since this
of land use could also serve to iaprove the quality of the

form
soil

<BOURGUIGNON>. Alternative farMs deserved to be supported_ since there
was a significant aoveaent in the aarket for biological products and an
upturn was clearly in prospect.
Research and financing for biological
agriculture should be proaoted in terms of consolidating production
techniques,
reducing production costs and improving the econoMic
situation of faras - aspects that had hitherto been considered only in
relation to traditional farms - together with the
inforaation about alternative agriculture <SORLINI>.
Inforaation
of

disseaination

should above all be disseminated about alternative

agricultural

production

that

could be used

in

what

of

methods

were

often

unfavourable growing, soil and climatic conditions in which traditional
methods failed.
The Coamunity had to becoae active in this connection,
and break down and liberalize the structures of 'comaercial'
agriculture.
Making a success of an alternative fara was

support to
after all

quite difficult if technical support - as, for exaaple, in Belgium - was
available only for traditional agriculture, and local agricultural
associations confined far•ers to an entrenched and iaaobile structure by
acting as bankers, insurance agents, and sellers of aachinery and
pesticides,
the faraers
developaent
cooperation
inforaation

at the saae tiae setting theaselves up as representatives of
<SERUSIAUX>.
The Keaber States had different views on the
prospects of alternative agriculture. At all events, closer
aaong the countries of the Coaaunity on research and
would be indispensable <von WEIZS!CKER>.

The main obJection to alternative agriculture was the low profitability
of the production processes, the yields on which were below those on
conventional agriculture, while labour costs were higher.
The reports
on

~!~!~~ ~g~!S~!~~~!

over a three-year period gave economic

data

for

alternative faras calculated on the saMe basis as that for conventional
faras.
Production in the alternative faras was soae 25 to 50~ down on
that in conventional faras;
producer prices were between 80 and 120~
higher; the labour factor was 25~ higher, and there was a labour-input
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ratio of 2.5 to 1.5 in favour of the conventional farms;

producer costs

accounted for 73~ of costs in conventional farms and ran to OM 71 per
hectare
for fertilizers <compared with OM 363 per hectare
for
traditional faras>, OM 4 per hectare for pesticides <coapared with
OM 107>, and OM 629 per hectare <coapared with OM 1076> for livestock
feed. The net yield per unit labour in the alternative farms, at
DM 27,385, was slightly below that of conventional farms at OM 31,495,
but this difference was not observed in the coaparison of yields per
faaily unit.

A low utilization of •eans of production was entirely coapatible with
the obJectives of environaent protection and economy. The profitability
of agricultural production could be achieved not only through high
productivity but also by lowering production costs.
In the Federal
Republic of Geraany there were exaaples of farms eaploying extensive or
biological growing methods that could achieve favourable economic
results without resorting to pesticides and with a low consuaption of
fertilizers.
Nor was some curtailment of production at odds with the
present situation in agriculture in the Coaaunity, characterized as it
was by the production of surpluses <a rate of growth of production of 2
to 3~ while foodstuff consuaption remained constant> and by difficulties
with exports on world markets <PRIEBE>.

To compare biological agriculture with conventional agricultur~ was like
coMparing
the productivity of Nigerian agriculture with that of
agriculture in the Netherlands. Research was in fact being concentrated
principally on the improveaent of conventional production techniques,
whereas the system of alternative production was neglected.
In
~~i~~![lgng

a comparison between 20 biological faras and 20 conventional
faras with co•parable structures had shown that in farms that used
biological growing methods, yields on wheat production were 10% lower,
but that the lower yields had no unfavourable effect on the farm, and
fitted in well with the overall trend of a highly productive agriculture
that had as one of its priaary obJectives the reduction of its
surpluses;
in terms of annual yields in livestock breeding there were
no great differences between the two types of f~rm:
SFr 2,800 for the
biological farms and SFr 2,850 for the conventional farms.
The yield
per unit of livestock differed only slightly as between the two far•-
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types.

The

biological faras had however required more pasture lanG

~o

support each aniaal. Aniaal feed requireaents had in fact been covered,
without recourse to purchases of products imported from Third-World
countries;
these
faras
were moreover being run with
miniaal
specialization, so that the fertile soils could be used for high-quality
crops, while on less productive soils other crops, including feed crops,
could be grown.
In the biological faras milk yields were some 25%
lower.
Biological agriculture was in effect taking over, at the level
of the individual farm, the burden that noraally had to be carried by
the states of the

Third World.

A five-year coaparative study based on INLB accounting dat~ of an
alternative fara in Sologne <France> and a 40-50 hectare conventional
far• in Central France had shown that the alternative farm had input
double the quantity of labour units, had consumed smaller quantities o!
fertilizers, and had achieved double the level of gross product overall,
with higher production costs on account of the more intensive input
huaen labour <CINAB>.

o!

Comparisons between the yields of biologic~! and conventional farms
should be made in the first instance on the basis of product durability.
The product yield should not be measured by unit area of land at
farm gate, but rather a coaparison should be established between
quantities

produced

in agriculture and the

quantities

of

the
the

foodstuffs

consumed in households.
Intensive production methods had resulted in
products that could not be kept long in the fresh state.
In France,
atudies conducted by the University of Lyons into lettuce production had
revealed that only 10~ of the product had reached the consumer's table;
the other 90%
had spoiled while being transported to central sales
eentres or in the-course of •arketing <BOURGUIGNON>.
agriculture Meant iMproved product quality;
it could al&o
yield satisfactory profits under difficult growing conditions.
An
exaaple of this was provided by a farm using biological methods in
Sologne <France>.
The region waa characterized by
unfavourable
agricultural conditions in terms of soil and climate;
it had a total
area of 240,000 hectares, only 60,000 of which were suitable for
farming; the damp cliaate deterained the growth cycle of crops, which
lasted only a few months; auch of the soil was marshy and o£ low
fertility; the population w~s constantly falling, infrastructure and
services were widely dispersed, the process of soil-depletion was
Biological
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accelerating.
region,

yet

These

factors

impeded

any

econo~ic

recovery

even so the adaptation of growing methods to

the

in

the

natural

features of the region had enabled econo•ically favourable results to be
obtained <CINAB>.

Biological products cost more, since production costs were some 20 to
30% higher than those of conventional products and retail sales were
often confined to specialist stores <BALDOCK>.
In ~~it~~rlgng average prices of biological products were
those of Conventional' products <CINAB>.

10% above

1

In the f~g§rgl B§QYQ!i~ 2i §§r!9Dl the price of 'alternative' wheat was
higher than that of the 'conventional' product, whereas in the case of
milk there was no price difference <PRIEBE>.
In 1984 in that country,
the producer price of wheat fro~ alternative farms had been DM 70,
co•pared with OM 29 for the conventional product;
potatoes were DM 49 and DM 19 respectively <AHRENS>.
In

I~~l~

the

prices

the market in biological products was differentiated, with

of

so~e

products being sold at a relatively low price, so that their consumption
could well be a viable proposition for the mass of the population,
whereas the high prices of other products restricted them to a more
exclusive category of consumer, as with certain varieties of olive oil
produced in special conditions and retailing at up to Lit 20,000 per
litre <SORLINI>.

There

were

so•e

fundaaental

differences

between

the

quality

of

biological and conventional products.
Analysis had led to conflicting
results since it was difficult to determine the qualitative differences
between

products exactly,

and the results could easily be

influenced.

Research in §~il~!f!~~g had shown that vegetables grown by alternative
ftethods had a lower nitrate content, and that biological foodstuffs in
general did not contain chemical residues.
The cantonal authority in
Basle had investigated a selected group of 1,300 persons
continuously
over three years, and had established that 10% of lettuce from third
countries contained cheMical residues - well above tolerance levels
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whereas

in the case of home-produced lettuce the level was S%,

and

in

lettuce produced by biological methods no residues at all had been found
<CINAB>.
Analysis
~!~!!n~

of

apples, potatoes and lettuce in the
revealed no particular differences

had
different groups of products,

E~2~rgl

in

R!~YQlig

gi

quality

of

the

since in recent years the quality of

the

conventionally grown product had improved considerably.
There had
however been clear differences in residue content, the presence of which
was associated with gases given off during storage.
Conventionally
grown spinach and lettuce had displayed a higher nitrate content than
their biologically grown equivalents.
It w~s, however, important to
realize that the levels of these substances ir. lettuce were higher than
in other vegetables.
In the Federal Republic of Germany efforts were
being aade to £ix aaxiaua peraitted levels £or nitrates <FLEISCHHAUER>.
It was necessary to investigate the possibility of pollution of
foodstuffs by natural substances. In huaans ingestion of aycotoxins, ie
substances

secreted

by fungi and mushrooms,

could

cause

kidney function and lead to cancers of the kidneys and liver.

changes

in

Teats on

rats had shown that 5.5 ag of aflatoxin B1 per kg of body-weight could
cause the death of the aniaal <BAYER>.
In general, para~eter norms for
the inspection of qu~lity products could be established and implemented
without giving rise to undue adainistrative difficulties.
Concrete
experience had been gathered in the Federal Republic of Germany with
sugar beets, hops and brewing yeasts. Payment for these products was on
the basis of precise quality standards that were laid down JOlntly
the producers and dealers.
These quality standards would have to
rigidly adhered to and strictly enforced <KRAUS>.

by
be

In France. the Federol Republic of GerMany. the Netherlands and
Switzerland, the numbers o£ 'alternative' farms accounted, without
exception, for fewer than 1~ of total faras in these countries;
the
group o£ farmers making up the ainority operating under the 'biological'
label was no longer a growing one.
In France the situation was
constant;

in Switzerland the rate of increase was low;

Republic of Geraany,
increasing, and aore
production <CINAB>.

in the Federal

however, the nuaber of alternative faras was
and aore farmers were opting for this type of
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In

~~!~£~

6,000 farms had been registered as being engaged in biological

and there were probably a further 3,000
not been recorded <CINAB>.
agriculture~

or 4,000 that had

A pilot survey conducted in It9!X - not intended to record any trend
towards biological agriculture - had revealed that 5,260 hectares were
used for alternative crops, and that 230 alternative faras existed~ most
of thea in the North-Western Piedaont region <SORLINI>.
In the f~9!t91 B!RYQ!i£ 2! ~!t!9nl 26,000 hectares, or 0,2% of total
agricultural land, were used for alternative agriculture <AHRENS>.
In the Yn!~!Q K!nggQ! there were between 200 and 300 alternative farms,
and nuabers were slowly but surely rising.
Demand for biological
products,

in

particular

wheat for

<BALDOCK>.
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breadmaking,

was

rising

sharply

,

Mr Roelants du Vivier, rapporteur
Allow me first of all, ftada• Chairman, to say a very warm thank you to
all the experts who have devoted their tiae over many weeks, let us not
forget, to preparing their contributions to this hearing, the last three
days that we have spent together being the culmination of a much longer
process.
An ia•ense quantity of information has been made available to
us, extending to very broad geographical and scientific horizons, and I
have tried, for better or worse, to incorporate what I hope were its key
points in the documentation you received at the beginning of the week.
I aust again apologize to those whose contributions do not appear in
that documentation, but it was unfortunately impossible to include
contributions received after the deadline had expired. But all may rest
assured that I have looked very careful at every written contribution,
and I must say that every one of thea waa of a high standard and often
contained new information.
A5 r•eards corrections. all I would like to add, for the benefit of the
public gallery and for Mr SWART in particular, is that the exponents of
the experiment with integrated agriculture in the Netherlands to whom he
referred, and whom he was surprised not to find present here, were in
fact invited but did not reply to the invitation.
As I wind up this three-day event, I trust you will understand that it
is iapossible for ae to be coapletely neutral in trying to draw
together all the information, all the different perspectives, all the
various reaedies that have been proposed here. The neutrality I sought
to proJect hitherto as rapporteur is now no longer appropriate: you aust
now hear soae of the conclusions that have hardened into convictions for
the rapporteur in the course of these discussions. But first one siaple
fact:
By encouraging intensive faraing the Community has in effect
given an impetus to its restructuring, especially in regions where
large-scale faras have predominated froa the outset.
The parallel
concentration and intensification of arable and stock farming quickly
led to maJor pollution of the environment,
a pollution aade inevitable
by the cumulative application of quantities of aineral and cheaical
fertilizers.
It is said that there are aore pigs than people in the
Netherlands, and the waste-products of livestock-breeding have now
becoae a coapletely new problea.
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Nor

is

it necessary to dwell on the contaMination of ground water

the extinction of nuaeroua species of fauna and flora;
we need
recall the statistic quoted by Mr BOURGUIGNON:
one species is

and
only
lost

every ten ainutes.
What conclusion& and what proposals should this lead to?
Froa the outset it seems to ae essential to support the idea that
agricultural policy must take account, in the first instance, not of the
product in itself but of the wey in which it is produced and marketed,
whether in teras of end-product quality, or of energy inputs, or of
value added.
The first conclusion that I draw froa this hearing is that there are too
many chemicals in the soil, th~re are too many chemicals on our plates,
there will have to be fewer che•icala in agriculture.
1> We can today no longer be satisfied with simple recoaaendations as
to the JUdicious use of che•ical fertilizers and pesticides, we auat
go much further.
2> The abuse of cheaical fertilizers no longer needs to be proved:
it
remains to take action at various levels. Firstly, at administrative
level, by strengthening legislation on the safeguarding o£ surface
and ground water and the disposal of organic waste-aatter.
Then, at
regulatory and legislative level, standards will have to be tightened
up, in particular those governing waste-products, and this really
auat have the highest priority, especially in relation to levels of
manuring in industrial liveetock-faraing. Finally, at the level of
dissuasion:
I believe it will be necessary to study in great detail
the proposal aade by aany here for a tax to be levied on nitrates,
though it would of course be iaportant for it to be varied with the
extent to which different crops tended to attract the use of
fertilizers.
And finally, at the level of incentives, the proceeds
o£ a tax on nitrates could, £or exaaple, be redistributed to £araers
under a scheae related to the area of land under cultivation.
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3> Much remains to be done in the relation to pesticides.

At all events

think it will be necessary to recoaaend prohibitions at European
level, both on the manufacturing and aarketing of several organaAnd the relevant sanctions will have to be
chloride pesticides.
I

strengthened.

A second conclusion is that it will be necessary to fix a limit to

the

system

why

of

uniform guaranteed prices.

continue to use a slide rule?

In the era of the computer

Bureaucracy permeates the present system:

it will be for us to meet the challenge of devising a more subtle
approach to guaranteed prices while also reducing the ponderousness of
the present administrative system.
The effective management tools that
are now available on the Market can help to resolve this difficulty. In
that context, as many experts have said, the approach set out in the
Comaission green paper appears simplistic.
The restrictive prices
policy envisaged by the Coamission is accompanied by the idea of social
assistance with farmers' incomes, and there it must be said, and as many
have
Take

stressed, the environment can be considered as the ideal alibi.
the case of the two 70-year old small-farMers in their mountain

village who will be paid an income until the day of their death on
condition that they do nothing. When they go, the aid will cease. That
will in no way help to meet the widely felt need, to which many of you
have given voice, to put quality back into agriculture, and these last
few days have given soMe impetus to the idea of differentiated prices in
relation to product quality.
While reaaining fully aware of the
difficulties of implementing such a measure, I believe it might well be
essential to consider the possibility of its application carefully.
We hdve seen that obJectlve measures of quality ~an in fact be readily
envisaged, and the clearest proof of that is that the wine sector, which
operates
operating

on

a

purely subJective basis,

is succeeding

very

prices differentiated on the basis of quality in the

well

in

context

of the market.
Of course the kind of price difference that we expect
between a Vosne-Ro»an~e and a H~rault would not be acceptable if
applied to other sectors of production,
idea Merits further consideration.

but at a more mundane level the

The
idea of a levy in sectors in surplus in the form of a kind of
coresponsibility tax that would be differentiated according to the
voluae of production, the proceeds being distributed on a regional basis
among

farmers agreeing to be bound by an ecological code of conduct

another proposal that should be seriously considered.
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is

Finally,

the idea of direct reauneration for the implementation of good

agricultural practices is clearly an approach that enJoys the support of
aany experts, including a good aany of those present, and, to the extent
that it can be coabined with other financial guarantee mechanisMs, it is
one that can be followed.
Be th~t as it m~y. I do not believe it would be realistic to seek a
ready-made solution to the problem of prices;
at all events, prices
cannot by theaselves solve the problem of the damage to the environment
caused by agricultural practices, but their JUdicious application can
help to point agricultural policy in the right direction.

We next turned to the question of the Third World and the relationship
between
the Coaaon Agricultural Policy,
world hunger,
and the
environment in Third-World countries.
I believe we were able to agree
with the view that in aany cases we have exported technologies to the
Third World that have been, let us say, inappropriate, be it in terms of
cheaical inputs and the use of such inputs - here I aa thinking in
particular of pesticides - or in terms of agricultural practices or
atockraising;
and some of us have pointed to the case of European cows
being taken all the way to Africa to produce 3 litres of milk a day.
What occupied our attention yesterday afternoon. the question of lon9t•r• crop protection and soil management, has also been an important
itea in this hearing, since we have, I believe, been able to define the
soil as a natural resource requiring long-term management;
and, of
course, there are nuaerous possibilities open to us for discovering and
iapleaenting alternative crops, both in agriculture and in forestries.

We

certainly

still have a long way to go in forestry research

iapleaenting a forestries policy in this Comaunity.

and

in

Of course, as soae

of us have rightly pointed out, crops aust not be allocated to a
particular soil indiscriainately, and it will be necessary to carry out
iapact studies and ensure
integrated regional context.

that soil allocation

takes

place

in

an

finally. this morning we had an opportunity to di6cuss alternatives. we
discussed biological agriculture,
soae of us wanted to
discuss
integrated agriculture, alternative agriculture, the so-called biodynaaic agriculture, all of which aay be thought of as n2a:s2~Y!a~!2~!!
agriculture, and we a9reed that it has a future.
It has a future
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because

in

relation

to

a number of

problems

arising

in

intensive

agriculture and livestock farming it can, without being considered as a
universal panacea to which we should convert tomorrow, enable us to
address a nuaber of probleas:
several reports have shown that, in
Germany for example, biological agriculture accounts for 8% of current
deaand for food products, and that this can be expected to rise to 20%
in 15 years. To take full advantage of this growth potential there will
have to be a maJor aarketing effort.
Non-conventional agriculture is,
as we have heard, sufficiently profitable to farmers, it eliminates the
environmental coat, and it saves Jobs, to the point where it has been
explicitly

recognized

in certain European countries,

and the case

of

Fronce is interesting in that connection because biological agriculture
is specifically recognized as such, there is such a thing aa a
biological quality label.
Why not in Europe as a whole?
Why not
encourage
untramaelled
scientific research into other forms
o£
agriculture than traditional industrial agriculture, why not finance
experiaents like those we have been told about in the Netherlands, why
not try to find legal mechanisms to open up structures to a nonconventional agriculture?
There too I believe that information must be
more widely disseminated, and the offer by the delegate from the Federal
Republic of Germany was interesting in that connection;
I believe that
inforaation aust be circulated, in particular it must get through to the
Commission, and aay I add that your rapporteur also is very interested
in this matter.
Those, ladies and gentleMen, are the conclusions that I have draw very
quickly from my first reactions to this hearing and my reading o£ the
~any
documents submitted.
These impressions will of course have to be
refined and our conclusions recast as fir• proposals, and it will be to
that, the political side of the task, that we shall next have to turn.

Mrs Weber,

chairman of the Committee on the Environment,
and Consumer Protection

Public Health

Thank you, Mr Roelants.
I believe I can speak on behalf of all the
aeabers of our committee when I say that we were extremely pleased at
the unexpectedly high turnout of experts and observers at this hearing at tiaes we had over 100 persona in this hall - and at their willingness
to work together, which will, I believe, extend well beyond today's
. proceedings, as our rapporteur haa already made clear.
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Our

coaaittee

Public

as you know is called the Coamittee on the

and Consumer Protection,

Environment,

and one thing I believe has been

made

particular clear py this hearing is Just how closely the different areas
of our terms of reference interact with each other.
But you also know
of course that we, as ae~bers of this coamittee, all have a common
political responsibility, in that we are not simply concerned with this
question in isolation, but are also responsible for helping to take
reasoned decisions on our economy and on the lives and well-being of our
fellow
area.

citizens as a whole, and cannot confine ourselves to this one
Our committee therefore feels that it has a right to play a

significant

part

agriculture.

in this debate on changes in our economy and

in

our

And there too it has been especially welcome to us during

these three days to discover that this vitally important question of
agriculture
and
the
environaent
could
be
discussed
without
confrontation, but rather that there has been an awareness on all sides
that changes are necessary.
The situation we now face has not arisen
all by itself, but is rather the outcome of political decisions and
political priorities that must where possible be changed.
For that,
new political decisions will be necessary.
One

of

the most important points to have been discussed here

was

the

question as to how far the social, environaental, health and consuaer
policy requirements can be combined with each other, whether in fact any
such

possibility

exists

and

through

what

aechanisaa

this

can

be

achieved.
The Co•aissioner, Mr Clinton Davis said that agriculture as a whole must
be

subJect to public control,

in other words that it was a problea for

society as a whole and that its refora could not be left to the
'insiders'.
The question then is:
'Who are the insiders?'.
Is
agriculture soaething that can only be handled by farmers?
Only today
it was again made clear that agriculture is by no means the preserve of
rural politicians and faraers, but is a maJor concern of the chemicals
industry, of producers of machinery and many others. So who counts as
an insider in teras of agricultural policy? Consumers and those who are
concerned about the natural environment are also surely entitled to a
say.

Change

will

have

to

be

a

Joint

responsibility,

because

agriculture, perhaps even aore than other economic sectors, has a direct
iapact on quality of our environaent,

on the quality o£ our lives.

It

has that impact now in the present, and will continue to have it for the
foreseeable future.
In our view these aspects should be aore sharply reflected than hitherto
in the training and education of faraers, and that is a requireMent to
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which all the political groups will give voice in the report that will
be drawn up subsequent to this discussion.
And we all of us share the
view,

I

believe,

that

the urgent questions can no longer

be

solved

through prices policy alone.
It is rather hard to see what particular
mechanism can be used to improve matters.
Yet we must at ell events
deteraine the criteria that will allow us to point agriculture in what
we can agree will be a more reasonable direction.

We are plea&ed that we have come to this discussion at a time when
important decisions are also having to be taken in other areas.
Our
discussion is running in parallel with that on the Commission's green
paper, which now considers the environaental aspects for the first time.
Our proposals will of course also be reflected in the decision
Parliaaent reaches on the green paper.
In conclusion, I should like particularly to say thank you to the
interpreters for coping so impressively the difficult work of the last
three days, and to Parliament's staff for the efforts they put into the
preparatory work with the rapporteur, and again during these three days.
I thank all of you for coming, and for showing your willingness
to
share in our decision-Making by taking part in our proceedings.
I hope
too that you will all have a pleasant JOurney hoae,
and more
particularly, I hope that we shall all meet again in the near future to
reaffir3 our cooperation in the comaon interest on an iaportant topic.
Thank you very much.
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